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Previous studies had focused on the following topics previously:
face, sports, and news reporting, but few linked them together, This
thesis attempted to study the concept of face at collective levels
through the Chinese press coverage of sports in four important events
in four years. In the process, an analytical framework was
constructed in which face could be studied by its components. The
results showed that such an analytical framework was helpful in
systematic and statistical treatment of press contents. The study
also confirmed that the concept of face existed at collective levels,
and in particular, at national level. Most important of all, the face
of China at national level was highly favourable with a lot of face
strategies having been detected in the press to the advantage of China
and her athletes. In contrast, the face of other countries at
national level was not so distinctively favourable. Rather,
favourable faces of other countries appeared more often at individual
level. It was hoped that in prospective studies, the concept of face,
a highly regarded concept among many scholars, could be used to look
at political processes, economic bargaining as well as news reporting,
This could probably elucidate many of the questions that had been
asked of human social behaviour, international propaganda, resolution
of conflict among nations and so on. Finally, to expand the
fruitfulness of such studies, comparative approaches were preferred if
problems of time, resources, language difference could be solved.
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11—Face la Not A New Concept
Trie concept of face is by no means new. It can be traced as far
back as in the later Tang dynasty. 1 it has been discussed by some
scholars in relation to li, a theme in the Confuscian philosophy
which is believed to be the backbone of Chinese culture. It appears
in Chinese literary works written centuries ago.2 It has been
incorporated into the Chinese language forming several idioms.3 Long
lists of phrases using the characters mian and lian,4 the Chinese
equivalents of the word face, can be found in dictionaries of
phrases, many of them carry the figurative meaning.5 What is more,
1 A story was quoted from history books of the later Tang Dynasty
in Ci Yuan (1982: 3362). It is about a military commander who had
face because of his power over the army while his face also rested
upon the performance of the army under his control.
2 For example, Jinpingmei, Dream of the Red Chamber. San Xia Wi
Yl etc. A collection of the usages of the concept of face in thes
works could be found in Collier (1979) and Tien (1984).
3 For example, in Liu Dah-ren's (1981: 743, 1257-1258) and
Wllliams (1974: 58-59) works, there are more than a dozen of idioms
using the concept of face.
4 Unless otherwise stated and unless some Chinese words and names
have well established English transcriptions, all others in this
thesis follow those provided in the Concise Chinese-English
Dictionary. Beijing Languages Institute, 1979.
5 For example, Giles (1892), Liang Shih-chlu (1986), Lin Yutang
(1972), Liu Dah-ren (1978), Wei Wen (1970), Wu Jingrong (1979), Yu
Yunxia (1985). They contain explanations or the figurative meanings
of face, such as reputation, show due respect for somebody's
feeling, social standing, public image, ... etc.
these phenomena suggest that the concept of face Is important.
1.2. Face Is Important
—Eace Draws The Attention Qf Chinese Literati Westerners
Lu Xun,6 the author of the epic A Q, had written many stories,
articles, and poems. Among them, one article was solely devoted to
the concept of face (Lu, 1934). Another contemporary writer, Lao She
also took pains to single out face as the central theme in one of his
early plays: Mianzi Wenti (The Question of Face), a three-act play
published in 1941.7
In what can be regarded as a concise statement of what Lu Xun and
Lao She had tried to convey, Lin Yutang, the famous linguist, wrote
that face was yet the most delicate standard by which Chinese social
intercourse [was] regulated (Lin, 1935: 200). He also lamented that
if China was to become strong, it was necessary for her people,
especially those who had face, to cast aside this concern (Lin, 1980:
210). His underlying assumption was that the concern with face barred
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have well established English transcriptions, all others in this
thesis follow those provided in the concise Ch 1 nese-English
Dictionary. Beijing Languages Institute, 1979.
7 It is about how an old official strives to maintain face, to
live up to the expected material standards accorded to his position in
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she tries hard but in vain to find a suitable match so that she won't
lose face. All characters, except one or two, in the play strive to
gain face by hooks and by crooks. Even though they acknowledge their
unscrupulous behaviour, they deem it justified in the name of face
(Lao, 1982: 259-260).
3the country from developing into a state ruled by law and thereby a
strong state. This view was shared by other social critics like Bo
Yang (Bo, 1987: 121). Even some Westerners who had much experience
living in China feel the same (Bo, 1987: 338-339).
Some Western scholars also attended to the concept. Elizabeth
Croll, for example, in her study of marriage rituals, concluded that
the scale of marriage was taken as a symbol of a household's or even a
larger social group's status. Wedding banquets were used by those who
experienced changes in their status to advertise their new positions
in society. Although the word face was not directly used, it is
apparent that the concept worked in this context. As far as this
ritual was concerned, the situation remained the same in post-1949
China.8 More so, the cadres themselves, rather than the villagers,
were the group being indulged in extravagant feasting.
1.2.2 Face in Prco.. in Va io_ ti kron of Lifa
Even in the political arena, the concept of face appears to be
important. In an analysis of the dynamics of political 'actions,
Lucian Pye has argued that very often, politicians would not be
totally driven out, nor would political factions be totally defeated.
This is to save the losers from a complete dismantling of their
8 In 1965 one villager estimated that holding a feast with from
twenty to thirty tables was the custom, and a feast with from eight to
ten tables which could cost 200-300 yuan was the minimum number to
naintain the reputation of the household and 'prevent others laughing'
(Croll, 1981: 122).
statuses, power and other means of living. This is also important to
allow the defeated to live on by saving them from a deep sense of
loss of face which implies loss of respect and dignity (Pye, 1980:
188-189).
In the economic sphere, the concept of face also prevails. A
Japanese who had worked in China for quite some time thought that a
strong sense of nationalistic pride among Chinese was at work. They
thought that being a great nation with a great history, they could
achieve whatever the foreigners had accomplished. While it had been
clearly stated that the country could not lose in the competition with
other developing nations such as India, Taiwan, etc., China chose to
spend much more time to modernize on her own model than to learn from
the developed industrial nations whose colonial spirit she refuted
(Funadashi, 1985: 224-228).
Regardless of the excuse of colonial spirit, Chinese people
could not- learn from foreigners because they thought they belonged to
a superior race. To follow foreigners' steps would mean depreciation
of face (Hsu, 1981: 469; Bo, 1987: 199). Even when a Chinese praises
Western culture and civilization, he was bound to be called by his
fellow countrymen a worshipper of the West (Bo, 1987: 69).
3.3. some Recent Observations.
1.3.1. Face Behaviour Still Persists
It is the question of face at work, the importance of it, which
pervades the whole country, her culture and her people. Now, in the
1980's, face still seems to be at work. Sun Longji (1983: 60) has
cited Yu Luojin's |71 and Li Shuang's cases. Had they
not been publicized, they would not have encountered such great
reaction from the authorities. It was the revelation of these cases
which put the Communist leadership into an embarrassing situation.
She could not help putting heavy sentences on these two persons who
have openly acted against what she had preached, otherwise her
reputation and power as the outright governing body of China would be
hampered.
In the political sphere, in the 13th National Congress of the
Chinese Communist Party (the most recent session of the All-China
Representatives Meeting), a new Central Committee was elected and a
once powerful man, Deng Liqun, believed to have lost power in the
recent shuffle, was given membership in the Central Advisory
Commission. Hu Yaohang, the General Secretary having resigned in
disgrace, remained in the Politburo. Hua Guofeng, the former chairman,
deposed in the 3rd comeback of Deng Xiaoping, continued his party
member status. Aside from the recognition of these men's
contributions as a reason for their retention of some participation in
the Party, it might just be evidence of Pye's postulation - avoidance
of putting someone in a totally defeated position, to avoid total loss
nf fooo for thorn.
61.3.2. Contradictory Viawt in The Prue
It had been pointed out by Elizabeth Croll that the party cadres
were very much concerned about the scale of wedding banquets which was
a symbol of their status and a means to induce favourable attitudes
from others. However, these incidents had been condemned by the
government controlled media, and face had been denounced as belonging
to the lot of feudal ills which had to be discontinued in the
socialist era (Croll, 1981: 124-126). Surprisingly, despite this
denunciation, the concept of face or the word itself did not disappear
altogether in the press. As a matter of fact, it was even being
directly used by government officials and the government media.
On 19th May 1985, the Chinese soccer team lost to her Hong Kong
rival in a World Cup Qualifying Round match.9 Afterwards, members of
the crowd leaving the Beijing Workers' Stadium damaged public
properties all along, they even attacked foreigners, their cars and
shouted at them in the capital's streets. News reports and comments
which covered this event accused those who created disorder as losing
the nation's face.10 While there are direct proofs of the existence
9 This defeat knocks China out of contention for passage to
Further matches leading to the Finals in Mexico. It also loses
China's prestige, or rather, face. Representing the nation's cream,
the Chinese team lost to a team representing Hong Kong, a place which
she would gain sovereignty 12 years later. This result is incongruous
to a nation of st rengt-} of so ere g7nt-.ts 4-..,-,..l• 4--- a/---aa74ra a, vi .VL1..17ai ligaltJ VV- L a LW--%-J-UPV1j.t-cu!CELCCt•
Feelings of humiliation and embarrassment are thus produced.
10 Direct mentioning of the concept of face is seen in several
of them (People's Daily, May 1985: 21,3: Beijing Gongren
Tiyuchang... 31,4: Yuan Weimin...). Reference to the nation's
prestige is made in almost every article on the disturbance in Beijing
of face in these slips-of-the-tongue, the question as to how much
has been swallowed up or how much has been concealed awaits
investigation.
,—The_Cha1 lenge. To,CMna'3 Face £ The Media
Not only was the nation's face being at stake amidst outbursts of
hooliganism, but also in terms of economic activities. GNP figures
have been low in China, at least not compatible for a big country.
The face of the country, the government and her people, was challenged
and threatened in view of the growing strength of other countries.
This put China into a dilemma. On the one hand, she could not deny
the success of other countries, but on the other, she could not sink
behind them or lose face before them due to her sense of national
superiority (Hsu, 1981: 411).
To maintain that China was still a great country, a superior
nation under the Communists, the burden was put on the media. Figures
in bicycle production in China and India, a rather trivial topic, had
been compared to highlight the former's success.11 These types of
contents were badly needed in view of the growing exposure of Chinese
people to Western products and achievements (Funadashi, 1985: 232).
(People's Daily, May 1985: 22,1: Beijingshi...22,1: Renren
cr,i» . OR A Roi-iinn Conrrron, , , ; June 1985: 7.3: Tivuba.Ojun j x • • « —1 — + -j - -j— - - - - ~ ' —
Fabiao...; 7,4: Beijing Gongren Tiyuchang...).
11 It was said that the Chinese media cited the Chinese
production of bikes was 10 million whereas that of India was 4
million. By comparing these two figures, the Chinese media concluded
that China was ahead of India (Funadashi, 1985:223).
1jl4 a_
1.4,1. Inadequacies Of Past Studies
While a nation's face seems so visible and important in the
Chinese media, neither the concept of a nation's face nor the media
presentations of it have been studied. Indeed, a number of studies
and papers have focused on the concept of face, but most of them have
adopted the psychological approach in which the behavioral aspects of
face are often their concern.
F'ace, at personal and interpersonal levels have been tackled time
and again in various experiments and discussion papers by social
psychologists. Others have specifically talked about face concerns
among Chinese, particularly relating it to the Chinese culture and
sociological structure. An individual's face, a clan's face, ... are
the units used. Some of them did mention the category of a nation's
face. A better understanding of which is often called for, but
pending further studies.
Moreover, many of these studies are of experimental design and
they have been based upon some definitions and descriptions of face by
some yet earlier works. Although the studies have accomplished the
objectives in their own right, they fail to come to terms with an
empirical model for the study of face.
It has been quoted in 1.3.2. that despite government denunciation
of the practice of face by holding extravagant marriage feasts, the
government press herself spells out the urgency of face. While the
former observation was made by Croll of the newspapers in the 1960's,
the explicit spell of face (cf. 1.3.2.) took place two decades later.
Could this be a revival of the concept of face, if not a contradiction
of the government media themselves? The answer remains unknown as
there has not been any empirical inquiry, to the author's knowledge,
into the media's presentation of face.
Since the press has displayed the working of, the denunciation of
and the concern with the concept of face, it highlights the
feasibility of studying the concept through the media. However, again
this feasibility awaits proof as there lias been none such study nor
any analytical framework for the study of face in the press.
Ccnnnym Of Thin Thesis
In view of the inadequacies of previous studies on the concept of
face, this thesis attempts
1) to confirm the existence of a nation's face as evidenced in
press reports;
2: to find out how the press works for the concept of face;
and in this process
3) to establish an analytical framework for the study cf face
in the press.
The primary concern of this thesis is the concept of face in China.
Thus the questions as to the existence of a nation's face and the
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press presentations of face would be specifically directed to the
situation in China. Also, it is a paper with a concern for the
treatment of face in the press, so the focus is on how the concept
works as it appears in the press, and not on how it works in the
actual world. The perspective so adopted would be the communication
perspective. It is neither the social-psychological nor the political
aspects of face on which the present paper attempts to concentrate.
Whereas the third question as to the establishment of an analytical
framework, it is hoped that it can apply to face studies in general,
and particularly in written media. Before looking into the press
presentations of face, it is necessary to elucidate how the concept
itself works in order to extract the necessary elements for the
present research.
CHAPTER TWO
AM ANATOMY OF FACE
2jlLi—The Two Sides of The Same Word Face
In many previous discussion of the concept of face, it has been
pointed out that there are two main components within the concept.
For instance, Hu Hsien-chin, in her seminal paper, discerns lian from
mianzi within face. Finding that such a classification problenvatic in
the lexical context of the Southern Chinese dialects, on which they
examine, King and Myers (1977) propose the terms moral mian and
socialpositional mian. In a similar way, Goffman hints at such a
distinction in his definition of face (Goffman, 1969:3). He writes
that face is an image of self delineated in terms of approved social
attributes ... as when a person makes a good showing for his
profession or religion by making a good showing for himself. The
citing of profession versus religion, meaning the differentiation into
the secular and the spiritual components, hints that face consists of
two distinctive elements.
2.1,1. Moral .Eaca
As members in society, individuals would each be entitled to
face, or lian, according to Hu Hsien-chin. It Is
the respect of the group for a man with a good moral
reputation: the nan who will fulfill his obligations
regardless of the hardships involved, who under all
circumstances shows himself a decent human being. It
represents the confidence of society in the integrity of
ego's moral character, the loss of which makes it impossible
for him to function properly within the community. Lian is
both a social sanction for enforcing moral standards and an
Internalized sanction (Hu, 1944:45).
In each society, there is a set of socially approved moral standards.
A person who is concerned with moral face would act accordingly to
become a decent man. If not, he would be denounced and denied the
respect others pay him in order that he could function in society.
Even without this external sanction, a person who is concerned with
moral face would abide by some internalized virtues, by which he could
regard himself a morally worthy person. This may be said as a latent
part of moral face.
2.1.2. SocialPositional Face
On the other hand, individuals would occupy different positions
in society. These positions render them respective statuses and role
expectations. For example, a medical doctor would be highly regarded
in society, and thereby enjoy high status. In turn, he would be
expected to heal people with his medical expertise. His performance
in this capacity would affect his prestige and his strength of social
functioning. If his performance Is good, he would be said as having
face, or having big face.
Face is a reputation achieved through getting on in life,
through success and ostentation, and unlike lian, socialpositional
face or mianzi, is dependent at all times on [the person's] external
environment (Hu, 1944: 45). For, a person's performance in a certain
social role would always be gauged against another's in the same or
similar capacity. Recognition of this performance is often in the
form of grades, certificates, or faith expressed by others in the
person's prospective performance in that same capacity ... etc, all of
which are extrinsic to and without the control of the person.
2_S_2JL
From the above, it can be seen that face is delimited by four
variable factors. They are status, role performance vis-a-vis role
expectations, moral conduct in terms of moral standards, and others'
J
reactions. Although they have been discussed by previous studies,
they have never been selected or structured as indices for empirical
investigation or statistical treatment. And basing on these four
factors, the present study attempts to establish an analytical
framework to study the concept of face.
A position in society would accord a respective face to a person
(Lu, 1934: 100). This is an identity given to an individual that is
commensurate to his status. Class, gender, and other social
differentiations combine to determine a person's face. Those who have
higher status would be of greater face, and if their face is solicited
to mediate conflicts, the rate of success will be higher (Bond . Wong,
1981: 26).
Some experimental studies in the Vest also have similar
conclusions. Face can be seen in the light of the relationship
between two individuals, that relationship may be acquaintanceship,
that is, the individual's positions in a social network (Brown
Garland, 1971). Expertise, signifying the status of an individual in
a particular field, also contributes to face (Garland Brown, 1972).
But face is not status, nor is it a corollary of the latter.
Status in society gives an individual the basis for a certain face,
but it does not guarantee that an individual must have that particular
face. Here comes the second dimension of face.
2 0 O p%1 o
For any position in society an individual occupies immediately
renders with it a set of role expectations, the fulfillment of which
will have repercussions on the individual's face (Ho, 1972: 242). In
a more specific example, one who sings before an audience will lose
face if one sings poorly (Garland Brown, 1972).
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has attained as a result of one's achievement. Thus while the amount
of a person's face (mianzi) is a function of his social status...
[it] is not fixed in amount (Ho, 1975: 869). It hinges upon the
perceived significant discrepancies between the expected and the
actual social performance (Ho, 1972: 240).
In every society, there would be a set of moral standards. As
long as a person maintains decent behaviour within this set of moral
standards, he would have moral face to interact with other members in
society.
The variability of moral conduct owes to the fact that each
society may have a set of standards different from another.
Longitudinally, women were not to work in society in the past. But
today, working women are not regarded as any peculiar species.
The variability of this factor can also be seen in the light of a
person's actions in different matters. In one event, a person, being
kind to his children, may be seen as a good father. But in another,
trading heroine, he may be considered as a vicious person.
Even within the same society, there could be different social
segments and different combinations of people in social activities.
Todav. a person may board on the sixth car of a train, but tomorrow,«. r iL. JL 4
it may be the ninth. The latter provides an external environment to
the person. This externality may be of different components and may
exercise a different mix of standards against the person's actions.
Thus, there is a fourth variable factor of face, the others and
their reactions towards the person concerned.
2.2.4, Raale ffapa
But before going to the fourth factor, a diagrammatical
representation of these three variables may be useful to illustrate
their contribution to face. They may be expressed in the form of a
triangle (please refer to Fig. 1 located at the end of this chapter).
This triangle can be in any shape. With moral conduct as the
base, it can be an equilateral triangle, an isoceles triangle, a
right-angled triangle ... etc. The shape of a person's face will be
determined by his status, role performance and moral conduct now
expressed in the length of each side of the triangle. Higher status,
better role performance would be represented by the lengthened legs of
the triangle in Figure 1. As such, the size of the triangle would be
enlarged. Likewise, if a person has high status, good role
performance and virtuous behaviour, then there is potential for him to
get a big face. That is why high officials, because of their
positions in the bureaucracy; rich people, because of their
performance in economic activities; and clergymen, because of their
morally upright behaviour; are often found to have great face.
2.2.5. Other's Reactions
But a person's status, role performance and evaluation of his
moral conduct are always externally determined. They have to be put
against a set of standards of a social framework. The face so formed
by status, role performance and moral conduct have yet to depend on
others' reactions or imagination of these reactions in social
intercourse (illustrated in Fig. 2 at the end of this chapter).
If others take note of a person's status, role performance and
moral conduct, he may pay due respect to him. The respect and
reactions to the basic face of the person concerned is just like a
mirror, reflecting how big or how small it is. This mirror can have
different curvatures depending on the characters of others, whether
they are professionals, laymen, relatives, neightbours and so on. The
distance of the basic face can be viewed as the context of the
person's face, whether he stands in a group of sharp people or gulls.
The different curvatures of the mirror and the different distances
against images to the person's basic face. That is to say, the same
basic face may be enlarged or diminished in social intercourse
depending on the others and the context.
Here, it is necessary to stress the manifest quality of race. As
others' reactions, like time, form the fourth dimension of face, then
actions concerning face have to be seen, they have to be externalized.
This has been pointed out by scholars like Fei, who, from a normative
approach, argues that face is apparent conformity (Fei, 1947:88).
Whether we agree with him or not, it cannot be denied that face has a
manifest character.
This manifest character stands in contrast with latent moral face
mentioned in 2.1.1. It is meaningful in social interactions, or in
projections of such. Whereas latent moral face is an intrapersonal
state of virtuous behaviour. In any social interaction, the latter,
unless it is being revealed, may not be a referent for other
interactants to judge upon his face. Since this study deals with the
evidence of face in the Chinese press, namely, the manifest part
involving interaction between the press press owners press workers
and readers, the concept of face discussed and examined subsequently
would only be the manifest face.
2.2.6. Face In Reality Versus Face In Conceptualization
It has been pointed out that, face can be divided into moral face
and socialpositional face. This division is only a heuristic device.
Analytically, it may be possible to discern the two. But, in real
life situations, we seldom make such distinction. When we talk about
face, we always refer to the aggregate of the two.
When we say a person has a big face, it is composed of both moral
and socialpositional faces. His personal conduct would affect how
people look at- his role performance. if he earns a lot of money by
trading heroine, his amount of face may be discounted. Likewise, his
role performance may forestall the unfavourable effects of his
conduct. He may earn so much money that his status is being lifted,
even by trading heroine. His status and money enable him to buy
things and costly things. As big spenders, he will be treated with
avGy especially by those who sell things to him. His words will have
influence upon others. People may give him face, inviting him to
important feasts, complying with his demands, and forgetting his
immoral deeds.
If face is compared to a coin, moral face and socialpositional
face are its two sides. We see each of them by turning the coin, but
we can hardly separate them. Very often, ve take the two sides of the
coin for granted. We would just lie concerned with the value the coin
represents. If it is a one-dollar coin, it is seen and used as such.
The head-tail difference is only attended to when ve make a toss, or
when we want to know the details of the coin, its year of mongery, its
design ... etc. As such, in any empirical research on face, it has to
be face in its aggregate form (moral face plus social positional
face).
2b3., The Amount of Face Is changeable
2.3.1. Dynamic Aspects of Face
The foregone section has discussed face's four factors: status,
role performance, moral conduct and others' reactions. While the
first three may vary from individual to individual resulting in a
variation of potential face, they would also vary for an individual
from one situation to another before different others.
Different situations would mean different considerations £oi
status and performance. If a person sings before an ordinary auoience
who knows little about singing skills, his status and his role
performance may be over appreciated. In contrast, if he sings before
an audience with the relevant expertise, then his status will be
clearly defined and his performance may be critically evaluated
(Garland Brown, 1972). In this case, the singer may have greater
face in the former situation than the latter.
In this example, we can see that face is dynamic. It has the
potential of appearing greater or smaller vith regard to the same
individual in the same activity but in different situations. Delving
deeper into this dynamic quality of face, Ho has delineated the
difference between lian and mianzi. He has stated that it is mianzi
which displays the dynamic qualities for it is t!a function of [a
person's] status... But... varies according to the group with which he
is interacted (Ho, 1975: 869). A certain status would render a
parson certain role expectations from others, and the face or mianzi
of him thus varies with the performance he exhibits and the judgment
upon it from others with whom he interacts.
2.3.2. Moral Paca tfofe Dynamic
As for lian, it is something to which everyone is entitled by
virtue of his membership in society and can See lest only through
unacceptable conduct, it is therefore, only relevant to talk about
the loss of it (Ho, 1975: 870). As such, a person would always have
face if he behaves morally. He may have a lot of race or little face
depending on his performance in a particular capacity. While a
person, upon his membership in society, is entitled to lian, and will
only lose it through misconduct, it can be regained through
compensation, corrective actions, making up for one's shortcomings,
etc' (Ho, 195: 871). By the same token, a person who is not a member
in a particular social group may find himself being a member in it one
day and having the face (lian) accordingly.
For instance, a person who lives in a district is entitled to the
lian that enables him to interact with fellow neighbours. If his
success in his profession is made known to his neighbours, he may be
respected, his opinions concerning the affairs of the district may be
sought for. He may even be elected to the chairmanship of a
neighbourhood organization, and upon a good showing in this capacity,
he may win further good opinion and treatment from fellow neighbours
or in short, bigger face. But on the other hand, if he throws
rubbish casually in the district, he may be despised, his neighbours
may refuse to talk to him until he changes his behaviour.
In short, the dynamic quality of face does not reside solely in
individuals. It varies with the status and performance of an
individual, the treatment he receives and the performance of
individuals relevant to the interaction. The possession of and the
amount of face predicate on the judgments of his total condition in
life, including his actions, those of people closely associated with
him, and the social expectations that others have placed upon him (Ho,
1975: 883).
botes of Face;
The dynamic qualities of face can be seen in the light of honour,
influence and deference. If a person has a lot of face, he would have
a lot of honour, influence and deference, or any one of these. 12 An
actor who wins a lot of fans is successful in his career. His status
in the movie business and role performance belong to the higher rung.
He will have face or big face, and thereby honour, influence and
deference (for illustration, please refer to Figures 1 2 at the end
of this chapter).
Take Jacky Chan of Hong Kong as an example. His movies often see
full house in cinemas and top audience rating lists, which means that
others' reactions are also favourable. With success in the movie
business, he has won places in Host Achieving Youth Awards, he has
been named to honorary chairmanship in various organisations ... etc.
This is honour for him, since his success is being recognized by
people in other fields.
His influence may be felt in society. A person may go to a
hairdresser and tell him to cut a Jackv Chan's st-yl e for him. some
people may dress themselves in a special way just because Jacky Chan
does that.
This actor may also has deference. If he illegally parks his car
12 There may be other attributes of face, for example, prestige,
superior social positions, etc. But they may be seen as related to
these three broad attributes and the variable factors. Prestige may
be seen in terms of honour and influence. Superior social positions
may be viewed as an uplifted status, favourable others' reactions and
influence. To make the present review more concise, only these three
main attributes are discussed.
on the road, he may be stopped by a policeman. But upon recognizing
him as Jacky Chan, the policeman may not fine him. In short, honour,
influence and deference can be purchased or obtained by a person with
face (King Myers, 1977: 9-10). Bigger face would mean greater
purchasing power for honour, influence and deference. Hence it would
be more advantageous to have a bigger face than a smaller one.
2.
—Ease; Power, Not Authority
At this point, it may be necessary to discern face from
authority. Although face allots influence to a person over others, it
is not authority. A high official has the authority to carry out
policies because his status grants him so, and he may have face to
influence other officials, not under authorized control, to carry out
actions favourable to him. A mandarin has face in a village and has
influence to persuade many people in his village to favour certain
issues. Another mandarin does not necessarily have the face to exert
this influence. Face goes with persons who display performance
concordant to social expectations. It does not go directly with
status, and is therefore not authority. Face is a means of social
control based on reciprocity whereas authority is unidirectional (Ho,
1975: 874).
7.6 . Face As A Means of Social Control
2.6. Mrw-n MnrP of Orhprp;
Even though the power that goes with face is not authority, it is
attractive enough for people to act accordingly. Once a person has a
big face, he would protect it and, in addition, he would also try to
gain more face so that he could gain more honour, influence and
deference. Having these and gaining more of these would provide a
person with the basis for soliciting other goods in society.
Naturally, a person would be tempted to place himself in an
advantageous position by complying with the rules of the game. To
gain more honour, influence and deference and thereby other desired
goods, a person would try to gain more face, by enhancing either or
all of the variable dimensions: status, role performance, moral
conduct or others' reactions.
PoypstinfrAon of. ggglnl Internet tori and Hole Rolc.ti.onshlps
More so, the fundamental concern for face means a concern for
looking like what one is supposed to be with respect to their statuses
and roles. If one wants to be treated with face, one must act
according to the expectations of one at one's specific status and role
in society. Otherwise, his status or his position in society will be
undermined, and his face, at the same time, will be at stake.
Face is seen as status rectitude (Stover, 1962: 347). It
serves to bind people in role-relationships with regard to their
positions in society. In this sense, losing face would result in a
loss of control over one's status, a loss of power over others in a
bargaining situation, and a loss of identity in a social interaction
in which a person may have to resign to the favour of other members in
an interaction.
A hiqh official who has the power to exercise important political
and administrative actions, and as a result the face to influence
others, to solicit compliance from others who treat him with awe, with
the face due to him so that he may grant favour from the other end.
For example, he may grant policies advantageous to those who give him
face. If there are some policies beyond his control and he fails to
trade in the favour of those in control of those policies, then he
will lose face before those in control and before those who look upon
him for the grant.
Face does not stand alone. It forms a coercive force on
participating members. It forms the rules for favourable behaviour.
It restricts actions of those who want power, who do not want to lose
face, nor the control over what thay are originally entitled to.
2.6.3. Loss of. Face Is More Than Erfoacrassasnt
It has been cited by many scholars that loss of face may result
in embarrassment (Brown, 1968; 1970; Brown . Garland, 1971; Garland
Brown, 1972; Hodigliani, 1971; Aitkenhead, 1984; Saraydar, 1984;
Schlenker, 1980). But the loss of face, as Stover has stated, not
just results in embarrassment or humiliation of an mdiviudal at one
time, it disturbs the original status hierarchy and role relationships
(Stover, 1962: 360).
Feelings of embarrassment or humiliation are agents which could
reinforce face as a means of social control. It is reasonable to
believe that people would protect themselves against these negative
feelings. They would therefore act within social expectations in
order to avoid negative opinions or treatment.
26.4, Odds telnet Faca
Conversely, there are people who do not act accordingly, who do
not give others face. They may not want further interactions. They
may try to disturb the role relationships, or moral standards etc, in
the hope of producing a new environment favourable to them and to the
judgment of their face.
Some people, because of their below average role performance, may
have little face, relative to those who are above average. They have
to be contented with less social positional face. Also, there are
people who care for socialpositional face but not moral face.
warlords of the early Republic era, for example, might enjoy a
lot of socialpositional face, but not moral face. They might have
influence in their region of rule and they might have deference in
that their presence might awe many people. They might win honour if
they succeeded in acquiring any land or property from other warlords.
But they were never respected as any paternal figures as in the
Chinese tradition.
2-6,5, Conclus i_ons
To sum up, face is an important concept in social interactions.
In Goffman's words, to study face behaviour is to study the traffic
rules of social interaction. If face is concerned by participants in
the intercourse, then face forms the rules of the group and the
definition of the situation which determine how much feeling one is to
have for face and how this feeling is to be distributed among the
faces involved (Goffman, 1969: 4). concern for face would acquaint a
person with the traffic rules of social interaction. Not only do the
actions of an individual, but also the treatment of others relative to
his expectations affect the face of an individual and also the face of
his fellow interactants.
Although face does not render the person concerned with
authority, it designates power and thereby power relationships in a
social network. It is not legal control, but the social control
function that face exercises could be of profound significance, for it
is a set of internalized codes which people would abide by in order
that he could maintain himself as a morally virtuous person before
himself and the people with whom he interacts. The weakness of face
also lies in its function of social control. Instead of being a means
of legal jontrol, it is only relevant to people who are concerned with
face and to social networks which are concerned with face. Otherwise,
face will not be evident.
FIGURE 1.—1 on Qf Basic Face
KEX
variable length magnitude positively related
to size of triangle (face)
FIGURE 2. Aii Optical Theory Representation Of Face
CHAPTER THREE
A NATION'S FACE, FACRWORKr
AND_yESBAL_MAS8_ CQtMUN I CATION CQNTOMT3
3,1.1. The Reasoning Behind A Nation's Face
It is generally agreed that face exists at the personal, or
interpersonal, level. In social interactions, an individual would
exchange goods, tangible or intangible, with others. But who are the
others? Others may not just be an individual, it can be a group
of people (Brown Garland, 1971; Garland Brown, 1972; Bond Lee,
1978). This group o£ people may interact with another group of
people. Then can face be collective? It seems yes. in fact, there
have been evidences or collective face in previous literature. People
talk about a family's face (Lao, 1982: 236), a village's face (Lin,
1935: 175), a team's face, a school's face ...etc.
Very often, we designate terms such as family, social class,
teachers, experts, democrats, Tibetans, Chinese, Americans
... etc to delineate a social aggregate. It is because members in a
group share some functional commonality, ascribed or achieved. They
share some norms and beliefs which bind them together. They hence
behave in a way as expected from a member in that particular group.
If face is bounded by the three elements of status, role performance
and moral conduct, then there is no reason why a group cannot have the
right to a face basing on the status, role performance and moral
conduct of Its members in general.
Furthermore, if members in the family share the same properties,
status, prestige, outlook, surname, moral codes and a face in an
ascribed manner; then there is no reason why members in a nation,
sharing the land, the physical features, the economic achievement,
political rights and so on, cannot share a face as well. The picture
seems that there can hardly be any argument against leaving open the
limit to the size and scope of a social aggregate within which its
members can share a face. Face, theoretically speaking, can be
societal, racial, national, continental... and if interaction opens up
among planets, planetic!
3 1?I f' r TI Support From Previous Literature
Yfnile a global face my appear surreal, the hypothesis upon the
presence of a nation's face may not. In fact, some scholars have
found that an individual's sense of self may vary according to the
prosperity or poverty of the nation to which the individual belongs
(Volkan, 1985: 231). If an individual's face correlates with an image
of self, as in Goffman's definition, then there is reason to believe
in a relation between an individual's face with the fortunes of the
nation in which he is a constituent.
People may share a sense of self, rising and falling, insofar as
their nation dees so. People may share a face, prestigious or
notorious, dignified or unscrupulous, if that is what their nation
appears. Images of nations are nothing new in the social sciences.
Many scnolars have already studied them.13 What awaits from scholars
is the research on a nation's image with a focus on the concept of
face.
Moreover, a nation's face does not seem to be an irrelevant topic
of study and particularly regarding China. King and Myers have
pointed out that the primary source of identity of people in the
country has been gradually shifted from family or village to nation.
They have reported Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek as speaking of a
nation's face and the loss of it (King Myers, 1977: 9).
Basing on the above reasoning and the evidence provided bv
previous studies, there are grounds to hypothesize, at least, the
existence and the working of face at national level. At this level,
face can be seen as being bounded by the nation's status, political or
economic; her performances in these areas; and her moral conduct in
terms of a just nation. The net face of a nation will then be
reflected in the reactions of other relevant nations in an
4 -» ws—v4- ,-N r,~ v %
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If a nation concerns with her face, she would be concerned with
13 Among them, the most famous is perhaps the pioneer study by
Ralph White on the images of the two super powers, their perceptions
of each other which make up a long list. For details, please rarer to
White (1965) and Stagner (1967: 34-35).
the honour, influence and deference that would likely be at her
disposal. To obtain these attributes, she would endeavour to elevate
her status, to improve her role performance and to better her virtues
as a just and morally bound nation. By doing so, she would be
honoured, she could have the power, though not authority, to influence
and threaten other nations. With these, he could then hope to be
treated with face. To the extent that nations are willing to
perpetuate their relationships, this expectation would probably
materialize and thereby face is exchanged and the amount of face is
re-determined.
Some years ago. South Africa had membership in many international
organizations and she was treated equally by other nations. But
today, as the moral standards swayed, her apatheid policy is under
severe attack. Ker athletes are not to participate in any events
sanctioned by many international sports federations. Her moral
behaviour now under a more open set of moral standards becomes
vicious and thereby denounced, she, as a nation, and her people,
mainly the whites, are not given face. Her status In the family of
nations sinks to the lower rungs, regardless of her good performance
in economic activities. She is not given face in international events
and she is gradually being expelled from many organizations and
treaties.
On the other hand, when China was not a member in the
International Olympic Committee, her people could not participate in
events sanctioned by the IOC. Even though they could at times through
invitations or waivering of terms, the records her athletes set might
not be taken as official records. Later, beginning from the ping-pong
diplomacy in the early 1970's, China showed her might in sports.
Alongside with this was her growing strategic importance in Asia, the
display of her strength in military ventures in her border, and the
Communist's consolidation of rule over the mainland.
With such status and role performance, the Peoples' Republic of
China gradually gained recognition. She was gradually given
invitations to many Important events and admitted Into various
international bodies including the United Nations. These are gestures
by which other nations take note of her place in the family of nations
and of her performance in international affairs. It is her
performance which earns her the honour of being a strong nation, the
influence in international affairs, the deference to other nations,
especially her neighbours. It can now be said that China (PRC) has a
complete face to interact with other nations, following her official
entry into international bodies. In addition, it can be said that she
is given face in many events. She is elected to important positions
or even chairmanship in many federations.
3.2. Actions conca ml net..Eaca
3.2.1. Categories of Face Behaviour
As the amount of face is dynamic, actions taken In a social
interaction may change or restore the amount of face or chose
concerned. They may enhance, lose, or save the face of them, as shown
in Table 1.











In an interpersonal relationship involving two parties, the
categories of behaviour that concerns face could thus be divided into:
enhancing, losing and saving one's face as well as other's face (Bond,
1986: 246-248). In Table 1, these categories are put against the
dimensions of whose face and the effects on face through the actions
taken. Of central concern under this heading is the dynamic aspects
in the amount of face. It is changeable as a result of actions taken
by people, or nations in an interaction, it can be enhanced, lost, or
saved.
Furthermore, one single action can have several results. It may
enhance face of one but lose face of others. For example, a high
government official ho is caught speeding by a police constable may
lose his face when he is booked even though he cites his status. The
policeman may in turn enhance his own face by fulfilling his duties
properly and by reasserting his overriding authority over the more
highly regarded man in this event. In another case, however, the
policeman may save the face or even enhance the face of the official
by letting him go when he reveals his identity. The policeman may
also save his future face when he comes into interaction with the
official again. He may likely be given treatment accordant to or even
better than his own status and role performance would provide for.
In the above example, it can also be seen that different actions
can be taken in any social intercourse producing diverging effects.
How a person or a nation chooses from among these actions would depend
on their decision on whether to maintain face as a means of social
control in an event and in the future.
1,2.21 Facowptk
It has been discussed in section 2.6. that people have the desire
to act accordingly in order to maintain themselves the places in
prospective interactions, and to secure their purchasing power for
honour, influence and deference. When any threats to face come up
against a person or a nation, actions would be taken to forestall
them. On the other hand, there are some situations whereby face can
be enhanced, and a person or a nation can make use of these situations
to alter the amount of face in favour of their interest.
As a means of social control, face provides certain benefits tc
the incumbents. As such, a person or a nation often takes actions in
favour of their own face. This is what Goffman puts into the term
facework It Is defined a
the actions taken by a person to make whatever he is
doing consistent with face. Facework serves to
counteract incidents - that is, events whose
effective symbolic implications threaten face
(Goffman, 1969: 9).
That is to say, even if an individual has committed something or has
been placed in a situation that threatens his face, he may not be
helpless about it. Besides, he may even do something to enhance his




The third level of actions concerning face could be termed as
face strategies. This is a set of actions at the technical level to
produce effects accordant with the principles of facework. They have
already been explored by some scholars. For example, Modigliani's
(1971:20) facework index. It includes the following:
(a) defensively changing the subject;
(b) introducing information excusing the performance;
(c) introducing redeeming or self-enhancing information;
(d) minimizing failure by derogating the task;
(e) denying failure;
( f fi nn for resp-nranne .
Another example can be found in a study on participants' face-savin











11.Change the Self (Berk, 1977).
These strategies focus on just one grid of the table of face behaviour
(Table 1). In view of this inadequacy, Bond and Lee (1978) have found
that people (Chinese students) not only try to save face for
themselves, but also for those with whom they interact. Still, the
other grids in the table are rarely explored.
All the studies cited above use experiments to collect the data.
They encounter the shortcoming of experimental designs. They cannot
generalize their results to other settings because the results are
obtained in a controlled condition instead of a total life condition.
They cannot easily come to generalized terms for the strategies
applied in facework from these experiment data. Despite this, they
shed light upon research on face.
3,2.3.2. HilMul Hints Prem the Stafllga
As the studies show, the detection of face may be approached from
the strategies employed in relation to predicaments brought against
face. These strategies, upon a closer examination, are but largely
impression management techniques. This corresponds with the manifest
character of face«
It has been said that a person's outlook serves as a referent for
others to judge on his face and to pass on treatment thereby
determining the amount of his face. As such, apart from changing the
variable factors of basic face, a person could hope to alter the
amount of face, by a presentation of his basic face not congruent with
reality. To illustrate, the optical theory may be used again.
In Figure 3 (located at the end or this chapter), it can be seen
that face strategies resemble something of a screening agent. They
present an image, either the same as the original one or a new one, to
the audience. This image may be bigger, smaller or the same as the
basic face depending on the distance of the lens to the basic face and
to the others, as well as the curvature of the lens. The position
of the lens between the basic face and others can be seen as the
context of the presentation, whether it is a liberal society or a
totalitarian state, in a society which designates great importance to
appearance of people or otherwise. The curvature o£ the lens
represents the style of presentation, whether it is objective or
subjective, whether it is colourful or plain.
Face strategies could take place before others react to the basic
factors of face as shown in Figure 3A. They could also be carried out
after a group of others have reacted to the basic face as in Figure
3B. But no matter whether these presentations are done before or
after a groups of others react to basic race, they are meant to be
seen and reacted to, and in addition, this process could go on and on.
Thus far, there are three terms to depict the actions concerning
face. They are face behaviour, facevork and face strategies. They
belong to three different levels. To put them in the simile of a
cube, face behaviour represents the entire cube. Inside, there may be
many small cubes, some of them being called facework. Within these
small cubes, there are components called face strategies. These
components are of different colours, giving special characteristics to
the cubes. Likewise, face strategies of different nature serve to
carry out certain facework. In turn, facework is the set of value-
laden cubes within the universal set of face behaviour.
Besides, regarding the distribution of face strategies in terms
of face behaviour, the strategies seem to crowd into the category of
saving face. This demonstrates that facework and its strategies are
not always manifest. It is due to the fact that strategies in the
interest of face may not be carried out in all times and at a
magnitude that can be witnessed easily.
From the above studies and in fact, as Goffman has pointed out,
actions in the interest of face will be carried out most in crisis
situations: where face is at stake, where there is a chance to alter
the dimensions of (socialpositional) face, the having or not having
of (moral) face. Therefore, to study face, it may be best to approach
it in crisis situations where the amount of face is alterable. These
crisis situations are termed as face-enhancing and face-threatening







11 Enhanc i nq Threateninq
One's Face
Other's Face
But what constitute such crisis situations? What could enhance
and what could threaten face? The answer could be found in the four
variable factors of face: status, role performance, moral conduct, and
others' reactions, and also the attributes or face: honour, influence
and deference.
3.3. Situations When Face Is At Stake
3.3.1. Face Threatening Situations
In face-threatening situations, let's consider the dimensions one
by one, first, when only the status is at stake. For an individual,
an example may be dismissal from a job. For a nation, it may be
discontinuation of membership status in an international organization.
Second, when role performance is at stake, it may be that an
individual is ruled as incompetent for his job as shown in his
relatively low salary rise compared with his colleagues. For a
nation, it may be a low GUP amidst other nations with comparable or
even Inferior resources. Third, when an individual commits bribery
and is convicted, his moral integrity is at stake. A nation who wages
war against another may be named the aggressor and scorned by other
nations. Fourth, others' reactions may threaten face when an
individual's deeds are openly disproved by others. Economic sanctions
passed on to a nation may threaten the face of that nation.
In face enhancing situations, the case is more or less the same.
An individual may enjoy a rise in status if he is elected to the chair
of an organization. A nation may enjoy higher status if she is given
a seat in the Security Council of the United Nations. A university
student who scores 4.0 in his GPA may be viewed as excellent in his
academic work. A nation who fops the medal table in an international
sports event may be named a strong performer in sports. An individual
may be named as a moral person if he shows respect for the elderly. A
nation who vies for the liberty of people worldwide may be praised as
upright and just. Others' reactions may enhance face if they concur
with the individual's behaviour. A nation's face may be enhanced if
she is invited to an international event by other nations.
3.3.3. Interaction of the Ponr Factors
The above are simplified examples of face-threatening and face-
enhancing situations. The four factors, as have been covered in
Chapter Two, may overlap and interact with one another, evolving into
different shapes and sizes of face. These four factors, encountering
challenges or boosts, may shift the balance amongst them, evolving
into face-threatening or face-enhancing situations.
for instance, a nation which obtains most of the medals in an
international amateur competition may be deemed as unfair if their
athletes are professionals, and, albeit their performance, they may
not sustain approval from other nations. So, there could be both
face-threatening and face-enhancing elements in one single event. The
face of the incumbent, therefore, hinges upon his ability to
counteract these effects. And in the interest of face, the things to
do is to forestall face-threatening elements and to aggrandize face-
enhancing elements with the appropriate strategies.
Moreover, in terms of the attributes of face, these four factors
combine to define the shape and size of face, thereby the potential
honour, influence and deference alongside with it. The amount of
these, or the depictions of these attributes reflect the situations of
the four variable factors, whether they are in face-threatening or
face enhanclng-situations.
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accordingly, in terms of the four factors of face. The incumbent can
play one up and downplay another. If he succeeds, he may overturn a
face-threatening situation or making a face-enhancing situation into a
flop. Also, he can depict the attributes of face, to reflect on the
four factors of face and thereby face in general, favouring his
position amidst conditions of threats or enhancements.
I.A. ce_BehavJLour_AncLyerba l_Hass_Jfedia_Ccatenta
It can also be seen that many of the strategies mentioned in the
previous section can be verbal ones (the entire list of Modigliani's
facework index and strategy nos. 1 to 5, 8 in Berk's case). This
point seems specially pertinent in the case of China. The view that
Chinese people are particularly concerned with face may be attributed
to the Chinese language. There are numerous expressions that apply
the figurative meanings of the characters mian and lian (see
footnote 5). As such, it may be a rich source of verbal data for
the study of face behaviour (Ho, 1980: 30), and there is also high
hope in spotting some face strategies being in use. This unique
feature of the Chinese language and the nature of contemporary Chinese
Communist mass media suggest that the concept of face may be examined
as well by delving into the verbal content of mass communication. 14
And this is precisely the reasoning behind the present study.
In the events reported in mass media, we may analyse face
behaviour, if any, of the incumbents through the depicted actions they
undertake and through the words and reasoning they apply as quoted by
media workers. More so, media workers, as a class in themselves, may
have face behaviour in their own right. This may be shown in their
treatment of news. If the homogeneity among media workers is high.
14 The word verbal throughout this thesis would mean of,
relating, or consisting of words as in the 7ebscer s—New, Cqljlegiate
Dictionary (1982: 1299). That is to say, verbal contents here would
mean contents expressed in words, written and spoken.
there is strong ground to treat them as a collectivity, and as a
collective mouthpiece or penman for their boss(es). This seems to be
the case in the Peoples' Republic of China (PRC).
_Chines_Arthpieces_Q£_Ths. Party Government
In Communist China, mass media can be regarded as the verbal
instruments of the ruling regime. The media as mouthpieces of the
Party, the country and the people have been reiterated time and again
but the concern of this pronouncement is still centred upon the Party
or the Party Government.15 In order for media to serve as mouthpieces
of the Party and the Government, structurally, the Party Government
has devised a comprehensive and encompassing system of communications
strictly under its control.
Nationwide media are under the supervision of the Department of
Propaganda which is directly controlled by the Party's Central
Committee. Provincial media, on the other hand, are monitored through
the Party's provincial committees. The newspaper industry, for
example, is said to have developed into a multi-layer, multifavarious
and multi-lingual socialist press system centred on Party newspapers
15 In the 1906 and 1987 Issues of the AAflVen Higiuian,
several yearly reports of the Chinese press systems have stated that
the media are but mouthpieces of the party, the country and the people
(1986: 1-17), and particularly as the mouthpiece of the party and the
government (1986: 2). In a discussion paper, this idea is clearly
revealed in the title which reads Newspaper Business Is Party
Newspaper Business (1987: 72-73).
(Zhongguo Xinwen Nian-iianr 1987: 3).
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Source: Zhongguo Xinwen Nianiian 1987 (p.381)
+numbers are shovn in 10.000
The statistics of the newspaper industry in China provided in the
same issue also confirms this overriding power if not control (Table
2). In the figures shovn, party papers do not form a majority in the
number of the types of newspapers nor of the issues produced in China.
But, in terms of distribution, these party papers are influential as
they account for more than one-third of the total copies distributed.
Even though a large proportion of papers are not referred to as
Party papers, they are mostly run by the Central Government, the
provincial governments, or indirectly under the central control
through government monitored committees, companies etc. This can be
seen in the brief notes on the management of each of the papers in
Zhongauo Xinwen Nianjian (1987: 340-349). On the other hand, media
personnel are government employees (Terrell, 1984: 147). Parry
membership and politico-ideological background as recruitment criteria
are put betore everything else. 16 Even there may be some non-party
cadres, or who are not at first so much ideologically devoted to the
party line, they are bound to be so after working in the media for
some time. 17 As a result, it can be expected that all the papers,
from the national ones down to the county ones, deliver more or less
the same messages.
Financially, because the Chinese Communist press is not organized
on a market economy basis, it cannot support itself by advertising
revenue or financial sponsorships.18 Its tenure has to depend on the
16 For example, an article in Zhonguo Xinwen Nianiian (1984: 59-
62) lists several criteria for good journalists amongst which the
first one is ideological background. Another article in the same
issue talking about the training of journalists to raise the standards
of their work, the first criterion again is the politico-ideological
background of the journalists. Second is the cultural or general
knowledge of them, then two others are cited (p.66). An article in
the 1985 issue reports the performance of a newspaper after some
management reform in which some middle-level cadres have been
promoted. But in conclusion, the politico-ideological reporting has
still not been up to desired standards. Doubts over the performance
of some non-party-member journalists are hinted as the cause for the
unachieved standards (Zhongcruo Xinwen Nianiian, 1985: 99).
17 Training journalists into self-conscious mouthpieces of party
and people is a principle laid down by the education authorities
(ZhoncGuo xinwen Nianiian 1986: 8). The New China News Agency, has
carried out a campaiagn on political-ideological background of press
cadres to promote a sense of responsibility in them towards the
revolutionary targets of the Party, so that they would concur with
central party policies, and act as mouthpieces of the Party (Zhongguo
Xinwen Nianiian 1987: 5).
.18 Although recently, advertisements do appear in the various
provincial as well as nationwide papers and also on television etc.,
the small amount of them in comparison to the gigantic media labour
machinery and the low price charged to users suggest that a large
proportion of the revenue must come from the producers themselves.
will of the leadership. Shue (1981) found that such was the case
where some local papers remained alive while others closed down.
These factors maintain the media as mere mouthpieces of the Party
and the government. As instruments of the leadership, what the media
present would he the materials that the government or the mainstream
leaders intend to; what the media present would he vital to the
politics of governance.
3.4.2. Chinese Mass Media Verbal Face Strategies
Under tight control of the Communist Party Government, Chinese
mass media have a high degree of homogeneity: in the outlook of their
workers, in the events and the comments they present. As a result,
they can be taken as a collective unit, they can be taken as the
mouthpiece of the Government under the Communist regime. As a
mouthpiece, it makes sense to postulate that the things the mass media
say would be what the Government- tries to convey. it face behaviour
is detected in the verbal contents of these mass media, then it can be
attributed as belonging to the Government in the interest of the
Government's face. It. is this aspect of face behaviour which the
present paper attempts to focus on. To illustrate the place of mass
media io this context, ve may use the optical theory again.
Referring back to the diagram as presented in Figure 3, the work
of the mass media can be seen as the implementation of face strategies
(note that mass media is bracketed under face strategy). They are
the weapons to realize the tentative effects of face behaviour in the
interest of their owners. Some strateqies may be directed to enhance
face. Some others to save and the rest to lose the face of others in
order to brinq positive effects to the face of the owners.
As shown in the diagram, an analysis of mass media contents would
be an analysis of the depictions and strategies, instead of the
effects. It is the image(s) between the lens and the mirror that such
an analysis could be studied (cf. Figure 3). It is the external, the
manifest aspects and presentations of face that could be observed, it
is only image 1, the presentations, which are visible in the mass
media, not so much the effects of them which are external to the
contents of the mass media.
A final remark is that the Party and the Government in the PRC
could hardly be discerned from one another under the present political
system. When the media try to elevate the status of the Party, it may
also attempt to do the same to the Government. Thererore, it may be
dannprons to treat Party a.nd Government in the PRC as mulua 11 y
exclusive categories. Moreover, the Communists (or even the
Nationalists) frequently use the term Party Nation (Dangguo), it
suggests that Party and Nation could often be mixed. The success
of the Nation, the prestige of the Party could be che success of the
Party and the prestige of the Nation, so on and so forth. As ouch,
elements portrayed as enhancing to the Nation may suggest the same to
the Party and the Government. This is an important implication in the
interpretation stage of the study.
FIGURE 3. An Optical Theory Representation Of Face Via Face Strategy
FIGURE 3A. Presentation Of Face Before Others React To The Basic
Factors Of Face





Basing on the discussion in chapter Three, if a collectivity's
status, role performance, moral conduct and others' reactions, as well
as her honour, influence and deference work in the way similar to
those at the individual level, then , a nation's face exists. By the
same token, anything that constitutes a threat or an opportunity of
enhancement to one or more of the four variable factors of a
collectivity's face would be regarded as a predicament of face for
that unit. And, anything that would derogate or boost the attributes
of a collectivity's face would also be considered as a threatening or
enhancing element to that unit's face.
If face strategies are employed to depict these variable factors
and attributes of a collectivity, then face of that collectivity is
proved. At the same time, if these strategies are favourable to the
collectivity concerned, then it can be said that facevork is being
carried out. Having these assumptions, this thesis attempts to
fulfill and ansver the following objectives and questions:
1) Detecting the existence of the concept of a nation's face in
the press;
2) If there is such an existence, how the press depicts this
face;
3) Detecting the existence of the factors and attributes of a




If any, how the press depicts them;
Does the press do any facework by way of some face strategies?
If so, how facework is being done, and what are the
strategies?
As this is an exploratory study and the first of its kind in
terms of a collectivity's face, the questions listed above are rather
broad. Empirical data are collected to give concrete proof of the
existence of face at the national level. At the same time, this
thesis would try to explore and confirm the ways of doing facework by
the press. Since one of the research data would be collected as face
strategies, the present study would also examine the feasibility of
studying face and facework by way of face strategies.
4.2. The Sample
To study the nation's face and the strategies concerned in the
verbal contents of the press, the sample must be extracted from a
representative newspaper in China and they must carry potential tor
the study of the concept which comes to the surface only when it is at
stake. Also they must offer the chance to study a nation's face.
National international events are therefore ideal samples. In the
present study, the sample consists of the People's—Daily reports and
comments on the following sports events:
Olympic Games 1984 (Jul 28-Auq 12, L.A., USA);
World University Games 1985 (Auq 23-Sep 4, Kobe, Japan);
Asian Games 1986 (Sep 20-Oct 5, Seoul, South Korea);
World University Games 1987 (Jul 8-19, Zagreb, Yugoslavia).
The time frame in each event would start five days before the
opening and would end ten days after the closing of the Games. That
is, articles concerning the above events in a total of 177 days would
be looked into.
4.2.1, Why Sports
Sports games are always in the form of competition in which
success or failure are clearly defined. They would therefore easily
present to incumbents situations that could change their face. The
winners may grasp the chance to boost their prestige by stressing
their success. The losers may absolve from humiliation by excusing
their failure. Even in the case of a draw, the incumbents'
performance could be gauged against expectations prior to competition.
The discrepancy between the two could be passed as success or failure
of ]ivina un to expectations. These situations are fairly visible and
therefore would create crises to the face of those concerned. This is
ideal for studying the concept of face which surfaces when it is at
t—''-A ci j 9
Moreover, sports has been a vivid stage of life. Participant's
(players and spectators) often commit vholehearcedly. Sports time is
a time for relieving the suppressed emotions, manners, .. .etc. It i._
a time for reshuffling statuses, performances against those in real
life. Participants would play a game in sports as if they were
playing it in real life. The values, the rules of the game, the
manners of participation in sports all reflect the order of life. As
such, depictions of sports events could be taken as mirrors of life.
If the concept of face is found in these mirrors, it would be
reasonable to infer that it exists in real life.19
Sports events cover themes that are present in the concept of
face. Rewards and punishments in sports correlate with the variable
factors and attributes of face. Examples are prestige, recognition,
pride, loss of status, embarrassment that would threaten one's
identity (Snyder Spreitzer, 1982: Chapter 5). The functions of
sports also find similarities with the working of face, and






Identity and self-image of nations;
Dominance and propaganda among powers;
Recognition of governments;
Political sanction through the boycott;
Sport as a stage for ideological expression;
19 In fact, many scholars have argued and confirmed that sport
closely portrays real life. Sport is closely related with the social
order, and if sport does not represent thj real social order, it
represents idealized versions of that order, and as such it takes on
for them an aura of the sacred (Hargreaves, 1982:33). Sport has the
potential to expand our knowledge of a form of human behaviour that
spans the gap between the playful, spontaneous, and expressive and the
formal, institutionalized, bureaucratic, and work-like dimensions of
life... [Also, it helps disclose] several layers of reality and thus
has the potential to further our understanding of this segment of
society (Snyder Spreitzer, 1983: Epilogue).
6) Sportinq image of politicians (Figler, 1981: Chapter 8).20
Sports events are preferred to political or economic affairs
because they belong to the socio-cultural stratum. It is therefore
more suited to the study of face which is of a socio-cultural nature
Social-psychological considerations should be more important in the
concern of face. In political or economic affairs, political,
strateqic, economic considerations etc appear to be overarching and
may overshadow socio-cultural factors. Hence, it may be difficult to
extricate the consideration for race in these affairs.21
More specifically, sports organisations in China are
nationalized. They are funded by the bureaucracy. The coaches,
20 The author exemplified these functions by citing evidences
from international sporting events. Taiwan gained a place in
international affairs by getting the Little League Baseball world
title. The Commonwealth Games, the Pan-American Games all
strengthened regional ties and national identities.
Since those who have achieved something displayed dominance, nations
are seen striving to become the best. International propaganda could
be launced by emphasizing the success a nation has achieved. The
Chinese Ping Pong diplomacy and the African boycott in 1976 Olympics
are two diverse branches of sport policies that shoulder political
errands. Sports as international events could pose as a stage for
nations to show their ideologies. The massacre of Mexican students,
rhe Israeli massacre are good examples. Politicians could reinforce
their humanity and reduce their distance with commoners by relating
themselves to sports, an activity widely practised among people.
21 Although sports events appear to be without the political
circle, they are actually not. Sports is closely related with
politics. Political battles are often transcended to the sport
arena. But sport is not inherently political, [rather] it becomes
[so] because of its utitlity as a widely observed medium for
ideological expression (Figler, 1981: 229). As such, sports events
as data for the present study could avoid losing argumentative power
for face, a social-psychological matter, to political considerations
while still maintaining a glimpse of the total life conditions.
athletes, supporting staff etc are government employees. They are
given government housing, paid by the national treasury ... etc. The
performance of the athletes, the status they gain, the behaviour they
commit, the honour, influence... could therefore be easily associated
with the whole nation and the Government. The face they increase or
reduce would have repercussions on the face of the nation and the
Government. As this thesis concerns collective face of China at the
national levelas reported in the press, sports events would provide a
suitable pool of data.
Ideologically as James Riordan pointed out, since Marx himself
did not talk about physical culture, so practitioners of socialism
could find themselves rather free to interpret the functions of sports
(Hargreaves, 1982). They might use it to support policies of
particular times, political figures and so on without much difficulty.
In short, sport is at the disposal of the socialist government runners
and their speaking machinery.
4.9 9 Whv
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The events chosen in the sample took place within the last four
years. Since this paper attempts to study the working of face in
present time China, the time of occurrence should be as nearest to the
present as possible. In addition to the Olympics and the 1986 Asian
Games, two World University Games have been included in the sample so
as to increase the sample base. Also, this may provide hints for
longitudinal differences in the working of face.
These events can be regarded as the most important sports events
in the world. They are of such an international scale that almost all
countries or an overwhelming majority of them in the International
Olympic Committee or her Asian counterparts join in. The results are
widely reported in papers around the world including China. The
depictions of these events and the actual results of the Games could
be compared easily, highlighting the journalistic presentation and the
potential values involved.
In these international competitions, China is pitted against
other nations. She cannot abstain from comparing her strength in
sports with other nations' in the Games. The competitions may be
bitter rivalries, or friendly exchanges of skills, depending on the
attitudes, the results and even the articles on the events. China's
performance, status, honour etc would be weighed against those of
other nations. Her face vould therefore be subject to change each
time she participates, and each time she wins or loses.
These events are also chosen instead of the World Cup, the World
Athletics Championships or other World Championships because they
consist of a wide variety of sports. China may be strong in some but
weak in others. It vould be convenient to see how she depicts her own
successes and failures in one event and within a short time span,
reducing a probable intervening factor of value change if the
depictions are picked within a long time frame.
4.2.3. Why The Time Frame
The time frame in the sample designates five days before and ten
days after each event. That is to say, it includes the latest
preparations for and the treatment of the results obtained in the
Games. These inclusions are necessary on tvo counts.
First, during the pre-Games period, a set of expectations of the
Chinese athletes would most likely be formed and announced. These
could be compared with the announcements of the results to detect the
use of face strategies. Likewise, there may be some matches which
would be held towards the end of the Games, the results and comments
of these matches may come after the official close of the Games
because of the time lag in newspaper reporting. There may also be
overall comments and reports after all the medals have been counted.
Thus time has to be allowed for these inclusions so that comparison of
which could be made with prior expectations, specific or overall.
Second, usually the athletes would arrive at the venue a few days
earlier and return to China soon after the Games. The way they have
been treated, the way the media present them to the readers before and
after the Games could also be regarded as pertinent to the events
concerned. Thus, they should be included as far as possible in the
sample.
4lm2jA MhyJepleAs_J2aily
The Pe_opl,e_'s Daily is chosen because it can be regarded as the
most important national paper. It is directly controlled by the
Party. Its total distribution averages 5 million copies per issue (or
1,825,000,000 totally) for the year in 1986, and has been the largest
one for years in terms of distribution.22 The readers of the People's
Daily spread throughout China. The paper also publishes an overseas
edition for subscribers outside China.
Most important of all, the People's Daily represents the view of
the leading or the ruling forces. It is listed under the category of
national press organisations (1986 Zhonaauo Xinwen Nianjian: 283).
Structurally, the journalists are mostly cadres. In terms of
substance, the reports and comments of this paper are quoted in other
papers, and even other media. The paper contents may provide a
general picture of how the press in general would report the same
event.
It is a general newspaper in which views of various fields can
come into play. This may not be found in specialist papers which
often approach affairs and issues from a specific perspective.
Tiynbao. for example, is a national sports paper in China. It often
delves into the technical aspects of sports development, sports
22 The second largest paper, Gpngren Ribao has a total
distribution of 808,821,000 (average 2,221,700 per issue) in 1986,
less than half of those for People's Daily. All figures quoted here
are released in the 1987 Zhongguo Xinwen Nianiiajn.
skills, results of competitions and so on. It is therefore not so
suitable for studying a social-psychological concept like face.
To summarize, reports and comments on the six events within the
time frames that appear in the People's Daily would be collected as
the verbal data for the present study. Through in-depth analyses, the
press portrayals of the nation's, the Party's, the Government's or the
Party Government's status, role performance, moral conduct, others'
reactions, honour, influence, deference would be looked at to see if
they correlate with the working of face as discussed in Chapter Two.
if so, face as pertaining to a particular collective unit is
established. The editorial and semantic treatment by the press would
also be examined to explore the traces of face strategies. Further
questions such as whose face, increased face or decreased face,
facework being carried out or not, types of strategies, and amount of
face strategies would be tackled.
4.3. The _Cptent. Jtelysis
For the present purpose, the methodology chosen is content
analysis. This is the most suitable for a search into the verbal data
contained in the press. It can be recalled that face is most manifest
vhen it is at stake. But even so, the word face may not appear
itself. It, therefore, requires an analytical framework which can
detect its presence by way of its various factors and attributes and
their interplay with face strategies.
4,3,;L_
It has been pointed out that there have been studies on the
concept of face previously. But so far, definitions or analytical
frameworks that have been constructed about face mainly focus on the
working and the popularity of the concept in real life situations.
Since this thesis attempts to look at the concept of face in press
contents, an alternative analytical framework needs to be established.
Although this framework may not be claimed as a great innovation, it
is an original work in its own right.
The present analytical framework is based on the discussion in
Chapter 3 that face is most manifest in face-enhancing and face-
threatening situations. In each of these situations, there can be two
blocks of personalities qualifying the face-situations. In an
interpersonal interaction, faces of both oneself and others are
involved. In both face-enhancing and face-threatening situations,
one's face and other's face may be alterable, on the other hand,
regarding the level of face, it may belong to an individual, or to a
group, or even to a nation. Thus, it is necessary to categorize the
levels of face, even in the break-down of its factors and or
attributes.
In face-situations, aside from the nature of elements which may
be enhancing or threatening to face, the situations may be directed to
23 See Appendix A: Categorazation Scheme for more details.
oneself (China) or others (other countries). Thus, there are four
face-situations to be coded. They are:
A: Face-enhancing situation for oneself (China her people);
B: Face-threatening situation for oneself (China her
people);
X: Face-enhancing situation for others (other countries 5.
people);
Face-threatening situation for oneself (other countries
people).
For the factors and attributes concerned, they are tabled in
three columns (Table 4). The first column contains the three basic
factors of face and the combinations of them. The third column is the
fourth factor, other's reactions as depicted in the press and the
position of the press is illustrated in Figure 3B at the end of
Chapter 3. The fourth column is the three face attributes and the
combinations among them. Since the present sample is a collection of
sports news which centre upon sportsmen, the categories could be
listed as follows:
1) Athletes (players, coaches, trainers, in a specific game);
2) Team (the delegation as a whole);
3) People (belonging to the same country of the athletes team);
4) Nation Country (of the same as the athletes team);
5) Party Government (of the same country as the athletes' team);
6) Other than the above.
All articles in the sample (including comments, medal tables,
reviews and poetic works excluding captions of photos) are studied.
The unit of analysis would be a complete sentence, i.e. a chain of
words ended with a period (including headlines). Each separate
heading in tables would be counted as one sentence. All sentences
that contain elements of face, i.e. the factors and attributes of
face, would be deemed as value sentences. These value sentences would
be coded in terms of their themes (face-situations), the face elements
contained, the level of personalities (individual or collective)
involved as well as the specific Games (Olympics, Asian Games... etc).
TABLE 4. The Coding24
Factors Of 0'R to: Attributes Of
1 S Athletes Athletes Honour Athletes
2 P Team Team Influence Team
13 M People People Deference People
14 S M Country Country H £ I Country
5 S P Gov ' t Gov 5 t H D Gov't








Gov'government; =codes given to the factors and attributes
of face as well as the level of personalities involved (see
Appendix A for details).
The coding would therefore include a matching of the level of
personality involved in the situation, whether it is an individual
athlete or a nation, with the various factors and attributes of face.
The deqree of individuality and collectivity of each of the factors
and attributes and all of them as a whole could also be calculated.
24 No value or the number 0 would be the score assigned for
factors of face or personalities not available in a sentence which
contain other face attributes and vice versa.
These sentences so coded could be analysed to see if a nation's
face exists in the press (as in the example given in the above
paragraph). If so, how this face exists and how it works.
Furthermore, the sentences coded would be counted to form an idea of
how positive negative the aggregate is. They could also help to
postulate whether the face of China, and the face of her rivals in the
Games, as well as the friends of her in the event are being enhanced
or threatened.
Aside from straightforward counting, the relation between a face-
enhancing situation and the factors being put forward; the relation
between a face-threatening situation and the arguments provided or the
treatment given would be searched in a second reading of the articles.
These could therefore help to find whether any face strategies was
being used and to formulate how face work, if any, was being done by
the press. At this point, it is necessary to establish a typology of
verbal face strategies.
4.3.2. A Typology Of Verbal Face Strategies
It has been pointed out that some impression management theorists
have mentioned the loss of face as a factor for favourable self-
presentation. They have also extracted the strategies used by people
to enhance the favourableness and to forestall threats to face. These
strategies are found to be of tremendous value in constructing a
typology of verbal face strategies. Of particular utility is the work
done by Tedeschi Reiss (1981b). Table 5 is a collection o£ all the
strategies that could be summarized and drawn from previous studies
and reasoning.
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Legend: BIRG = Basking in reflected glory
It can be seen that the strategies are classified under face-
threatening or face-enhancing situations. This is because situations
may affect the type of strategies used. A further categorization on
another axis is the focus of the strategies. They could be either on
responsibility or on consequences of the situations (Tedschi Reiss,
1981a:7-9), or those other than these two.
4-2_3_s_3.—ArL-empjLification Of Verbal Facp Strateaies
Enhancing
emphasis on positive results of Chinese athletes team;
large proportion of positive contents favourable
location of positive contents bold charaters front
page;
use of enhancing words.
gnwitlinq emphasis on responsibility o£ onoso 1 £ against- results;
e.g. hard work by athletes team earn the results.
BIRG (we)
emphasis on responsibility of oneself in producing
positive results of a larger aggregate or of others;
e.g. responsibility of China in making Asian Games
successful, improving Asian Games, athletes of other
countries being successful by using Chinese styles of
playing.
BIRG - emphases on successful results produced by friends
(flattery) e.g. N. Korean performance being enhanced (when not
rivalled against China),
Excuse - lack of intention, e.g. accident;
lack of volition, e.g. injured athlete;
d p n i 1 nf npnrv. p.o. not hp i no flpf pp1pH _
Disclaimer - prospective excuses, e.g. injured athlete, not full team,
thus anticipating hard battles poor results; review of
past performance status of Chinese athlete team, thus
unfavourableness in coming events.
Blame - putting unfavourable results in a long time frame when
there have been many favourable results gained by the
team, e.g. losses defeats placed amidst large proportion
of oositive results.
Apology - admission of poor performances, failures, inappropriate
manners, e.g. the press would report defeats, losses in
the games, impoliteness to the judges, but would at the
same time promise to correct or revert them with an
implication that such would be the responsibility of the
athletes.
kj u i. j. j. U X Ul i
justifying negative results or unfavourable conditions,
e.g. depicting the negative results as being over-
represented;
comparing with other teams, e.g. rival did well, rival
foul play.
Reactance - turninq the tables on rivals, this could be in past,
present or prospective modes, e.g. reversing defeats to
victories, warning victorious rivals that there lies the
possibility of a reversion of loser status to winner
status.
Meta-accounts -
evasive depictions explanations of failures, e.g. not
naming specific reasons for losses, or it still awaits
investigations for the loss;
reinstatement of intentions, e.g. friendship first,
competition second.
Modulation - modest in presenting favourable elements such as
victories, good performance, e.g. winnning a match
because of luck, the rivals also playing well;
low-key presentation of favourable elements, e.g. bottom
page, small proportion of successful results.
Evasion - hiding the success of rivals, e.g. little coverage of
rival's success or coverage put against a large pool of
other information;
empty explanations of rival's success, e.g. luck.
Silence Negligence -
purposely abstaining from reporting poor results, or poor
performance, or unwelcomed reactions from others, or no
reports on losses (this could be checked with other
sources for the results in the selected events);
little report on the above.
Mum - no report little report on losses or poor performance
of, or unpleasant reactions from others to allies.
Reprehension -
emphasis on responsibility of rival (others) in negative
results, e.g. after a hard fought match, or despite foul
play fierce play by rival, the rival loses.
Blasting Vilification -
emphasis on negative results of others, e.g. large amount
of description on other's losses, poor performance etc.
With this list of strategies and types of contents that would be
classified under them, the second part of the data collection could
proceed. To summarize, each article would be rectd first, for coding
each value sentence into A, B, X or Y and the types of factors and the
levels they belong. Each of them would be read a second time to see
if there is any strateqy beinq used. That is to say, the data would
be of two types but those collected in the first reading could be used
to gather data in the second reading. Thus, the two sets of data are
inter-related. Any trace of one of these strategies would be noted to
see if there are any specially popular ones. Also they would be noted
for their variety against the situations to see if any evidence of
facework is in slqnt.
CHAPTER FIVE
FINDINGS25
xl.—goaltlva Evidence For A Natlopla_Eacfi
Altogether, there are 3,782 value sentences in the sample. After
coding, the figures for all variables are cross tabulated to
facilitate observations on the level of face (Tables 6 to 10). It is
found that the majority of the value sentences depict face-situations
at individual level (cf. Table 6). The Y axis is the level,
individual (athletes) or collective (delegation, people, country and
government), of the factors and or attributes that the value
sentences concern.
TABLE 6. Level of Reference for the Factors Attributes of Face
NO, % Of Total
!! Athletes
Delegation
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Legend: S P M = Status, Performance andor moral behaviour
In the first column, it can be seen that 2,791 out of 3,389
25 The reliability of the categorization scheme and coding system
is checked. For details, please refer to Appendix B.
sentences concern the status, performance andor moral behaviour of
individual athletes or teams. The second largest is the category of
delegation (11.68% of the total). The third largest proportion,
although guite insignificant, goes to the category of country: 67
(1.98-). Taking the three nation-wide levels (people, country and
government) together, the proportion o£ collective level sentences
amount to 3.12%, which is 3.76% of the sum of individual ones.
The second column in Table.6 represents the level of face concern
for the factor of other's reactions. The contrast in proportions is
not as great as in column 1. 45.37% of the sentences depicting
other's reactions are of individual level. The second largest portion
still goes to delegation (38.11%) whereas the third largest to people
(5.63%). The three collective levels together account for 8.17%, and
is 18% of the individual level sentences.
In the third column, the ratio is even closer among the different
categories. Out of the 234 sentences which include attributes of
face, 84 of them are about individual athletes or teams (35.30%), and
34 are about the delegation as a whole (14.53%). For the collective
categories, 51 of them are about the country (21.79%), 31 of them
about the people (13.25%), and 11 of them about the government
(4.70%). These three, if added together, reverts the picture of
columns one and two. They account for 39 . 74-6 of the total (33 out of
234), larger than the 35.90% the individual level sentences present.
The question of the existence of collective face is given
positive support in all three columns although the figures are rather
small. Considering the supposed themes of the sports events: athletes
and sports teams delegation, the fact that the proportion of
sentences at collective levels other than these categories of sports
personalities could amount to figures of 3.12% to figures that even
surpass those of individual level ones gives strong support to the
proposition that collective face is existent. Further proof could be
given in the cross-tabulations between the levels of factors of face
with the attributes of face (see Appendix C).
TABLE '7. Cross-Tabulations of the levels of the Four Factors of Face
with Attributes of Face
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Legend: SPM=Status, Performance Moral Behaviur; l=No. of
sentences with themes enhancing China} 2 — No. oi sentences
with themes enhancing others.
There are also thirty-five sentences each of which embraces basic
factors of face, other's reactions as well as attributes of face.
Cross tabulations of the levels of their concerns are shown in Table
1. Ihe first column represents the level of status, role performance
and or moral conduct these sentences refer to. The second column
refers to the level to whom others react. The third column denotes
the level of honour, influence and or deference these sentences
report. Each line represents a combination of these three columns,
i.e. the levels of face elements.
As such, there are seven sentences each of which talks about the
basic factors, others' reactions and attributes of face of the
individual athletes (line 1). Down the table in line 3, seven
sentences are about a delegation in all three categories. One
sentence links factors of face of athletes with face attributes of the
people (line 4) while another one links factors of face of a
delegation with the people (line 5). The factors of face of a country
also sees relation with the people in one sentence (line 6).
5.2. Affirmative Evidence For A Nations Face
Of special significance to the present study are the figures on
lines 7 8. Five sentences talk about factors of face of athletes
and face attributes of the country. These figures suggest that the
concept of face at collective level is equally strong with uhau ac
individual and delegation level. Since these sentences represent more
complete depictions of the concept of face, uhe significance of theoe
sentences is relatively great. The fact that eight of them relate
factors of face of a delegation to face attributes of the country
reaffirms the existence of face at collective and particularly at
national level.
Delving into the collective levels, it is not difficult to find
that the category of country nation stands out as the strongest one.
In Table 6, except in column 3, the figures for the category of
country nation are larger than the other two categories: people and
party government. Similar conclusions could be drawn from the
cross-tabulations between the levels of factors and attributes of face
(see Appendix C for more details). Also, in Table 7, the proportion
of the level of countrynation is even overwhelming. Two sentences
attribute to people while thirteen to country nation. As such, the
representative category of collective face seems to be the level of
countrynation.
Evidence For Face-Building At NatlonaI.X£yl
r-
D . O . ±.
_Erief Summary Of The Figures
Further evidence for a nation's face could be found in thirty-
five of the 3,782 value sentences. This small minority of the sample
is bv no means insianifleant for it is a collection of sentences whichi
cover the basic factors of face, other's reactions as well as the
attributes of face (Table 8). Sixteen of them report factors of face
at individual level. Eighteen of them at delegation level. Only one
of them is at country level. As for the basic factors reported, four
of them are on status, twenty-one of them are on performance, three of
them are on moral behaviour, two of them on status and performance
together, four of them on performance and moral behaviour, and one of
them on all three factors together.








































































Total No. of Sentences=35, for details see Appendix D.
The fourth factor of face, other's reactions also sees more or
less the same pattern. Fourteen of them are directed to individuals,
twenty of them to delegation level, and only one of them is directed
to country level. Still the majority is understandably at individual
and delegation levels since they are the performers and
representatives in the Games.
Honour is the most popular attribute of face reported in the
sentences. It takes up twenty-seven out of the thirty-five sentences.
Also, there are two sentences which depict honour with influence, one
sentence honour with deference. In contrast, only three sentences
depict influence while only one is on deference alone. Influence and
deference are reported simultaneously in only one sentence. Of
interest here is of course, the level at which these attributes belong
to.
Eight sentences, not even one-fourth of the total, are about
attributes of face at individual level. Seven of them are at
delegation level. Four of them are reported to belong to people. The
plurality in contrast to the case in the factors of face goes to the
level of nationcountry, taking up thirteen from a total of thirty-
five. In short, while factors of face are largely the property of
individual athletes or even the whole sports delegation, attributes of
face are more often entitled to their country or nation.
5t3t 2 Con te RtOf__Tblg_gma 11 Collection
Delving into each of the sentences, it is not difficult to find
that the factors of face at individual level or delegation level are
often reported together with attributes of face at national level. It
is also interesting to see that three sentences which report factors
of face at individual or delegation level also report attributes of
face in the others category which includes phrases such as the
Games, Asia, the world and so on. That is to say, factors of face
which belong to individuals or a delegation, are often attributed to a
country, or a very large collectivity's honour, influence or
deference. These sentences amount to sixteen out of a total of
thirty-five and are not insignificant in this selected sample.
It is interesting to see the contents which link these different
categories and levels together. The central theme in this link seems
to be rather political. Among them, the four modernizations, the
spirit of the women volleyball team to strive to get honour for the
country, the call for future obedience to errands assigned from the
central authority because of the success in sports are vivid examples.
Also of significance to the present study is the theme of these
sentences. All of them except one are categorized as enhancing China,
the exception is categorized as enhancing others. This seems to point
out that more elaborate depictions of face in a sentence are usually
seen in the form of enhancement. More so, this form of enhancement is
for China rather than other countries with a ratio of 34 to 1. Even
when we look at the exceptional sentence, the national identity of the
athletes is oblivious. It is a sentence which glorifies some
successful gymnasts from Eastern Europe but without mentioning the
country or even the continent they are from. People surrounded the
gymnasium and felt a sense of honour after obtaining their signatures.
Whereas for the rest thirty-four sentences which have themes of
enhancing China, the national identity of the athletes, Chinese
athletes and the Chinese delegation are never missed out, not to say
the direct attribution of honour, influence and or deference to the
Chinese nation or the country. At this point, it is high time to see
whether the press has done some facework.
5,4, Face-Enhancing Vs Fane-Threatenino Thomon
In order to look at the degree of favourableness of the sentences
in general, the number of sentences in each kind of face situations
are counted and cross-tabulated by event (Table 9). Of the 3,782
value sentences, 2,134 are enhancing China, which account for 56.7% of
the total (column 1). Against this is the collection of sentences
with themes threatening the face of China or her athletes. This
amounts to 585 and represents 15.5% of the total (column 2). As for
sentences which concern other countries, athletes, people etc from
other countries, the figures for enhancing vs threatening are 842 vs
212, which account for 22.3% and 5,6% of the total respectively
(bottom of columns 3 4).
TABLE.JL___Cross-Tabulations of Theme By Event
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Legend: 01y=01ympics; Uni=Universiade; Asi=Asian Games; Enh=Enhancing;
Thr=Threateninq; Othrs=Others; Row %=row percentage.
It seems understandable that a Chinese newspaper would cover the
Games from a Chinese perspective, that is why a majority of the
sentences are on China, totalling more than 70% of the sample (sum of
figures at bottom of columns 1 and 2, i.e. 56.7% + 15.5%). And within
this group of sentences on China, 78.5% are enhancing her (2143
against the sum of 214s + 585). Curiously enough, or the group which
is on others, nearly 80% are enhancing others. Although this is so,
the overall picture would still be one which is enhancing China
because the proportion of this category accounts for more than half of
all the value sentences. More so, if we look into the details of the
factors and attributes of face reported in these sentences, the
enhancing China picture stands out even more clearly.
5.5. Level_,Of__Face Face Situations
The ratios of sentences depicting enhancing or threatening face
situations for China or other countries look the same, but the picture
is reverted when we look at the level of face concerned in these face
situations. There are altogether 1823 sentences which are categorized
as face-enhancing to China by favourably bringing up her basic factors
of face. In this pool, the majority still go to the individual
athletes or teams of China, figuring 1427 or 78.3% of the total (Table
10). The second largest proportion still goes to the delegation, 236
out of 1823 or 16.2% of the latter. The sentences which cover
enhancing factors of face to Chinese people, the nation country, and
her government are 22, 64 and 7 respectively. Although they are very
small sums when compared to the sum of those at individual level, they
together account for 5.1% of the total.
The sum of sentences portraying threatening factors of face to
China are 540 meaning 93.1% of the total in this column. The second
largest proportion is found at the level of degelatlon, 36 sentences
or 6.2% of the column total. In each of the next two levels, only one
sentence is found to be threatening to the basic factors of face. And
at the level of government, even no threatening situation is reported.
The total column percentage of these three levels is furtxher relegated
to 0.4% of the column total. This is insignificant to the figures at
the more individual levels. Could uhis mean that vnen face
threatening situations occur, such as poor performance of the
athletes, the individual athletes, teams or the delegation are solely
responsible? And could this imply that when face enhancing situations
are imminent, such as gold medals won by Chinese athletes, the people,
the country or even the government has her hand in the success?
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Legend: Col %=Column percentage; items in this column represent to
whom the basic factors of face belong (i.e. status,
performance and or moral behaviour); Athl-athletes;
Dele=delegation; Peop=people; Coun=country; Govt=government;
Othr=others; also cf. Table 9.
These two questions, however, could not be directed to the
figures in columns three and four. Despite larger counts are found in
column three, the percentages at each level are quite similar. That
is, for sentences depicting basic factors of face of other countries,
people, athletes other than those of China, the proportions of these
sentences against the levels they portray do not make much difference
be they enhance or threaten face.
Figures on the row percentages also reflect the same picture.
Sentences which have themes of enhancing China take on a much more
collective character. At the second level, the delegation in general,
74.7% are enhancing China whereas only 9.1% are threatening to China,
showing that the former is more than nine times of the latter. But in
columns three and four, the figures are 12.6% versus 3.5%,
representing a much diminished fraction of less than 4 times. The
next cross-tabulation between the level of other's reactions and face
situations (Table.11) present even stronger evidence of this
collective character in the enhancing China sentences.
In column one, other's reactions to Chinese delegation take up a
larger proportion to that at individual level (44.0% to 43.3%). But
in the other three columns, the largest proportions are still found in
the first row and take up majorities in respective columns. Other's
reactions which are enhancing to China amount to 8.8-6 for the three
collective levels . nowever, ljic iiyuic iiix iti de uuiuimi•
For people of other countries, other's reactions to tnem are guiue
unfavourable. Only 3% of the enhancing ones are directed to the
people, while 18.2% of the threatening ones are found in this row.
This seems to give further proof of the observations made in Table 10.
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A similar picture emerges in the cross-tabulations between the
level of face attributes and face situations (Table 12). At tiie level
of country alone, the proportion of sentences that are enhancing to
China is 23.4% compared to 34.1% at the individual level. If the
collective levels otheir tiisn the sports repiresenteties o.__s
taken together, the sum of their proportions in this column amount to
43.4%, much larger than those at the individual level. This stands in
contrast to the figures in the third column. Those at the individual
level alone account for 48.3% while the total for the three collective
levels together does not even reach 15%.
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Legend: cf. Tables 9 10.
The row percentages also show that the collective character is
strong in the first column with each figure in rows two to five larger
than that in row one. But in the third columnf sentences that are
found to be enhancing to athletes peoplef nation sc otner than that
of China are of much more individual flavour. The number of sentences
enhancing the individual athletes or teams are several times of those
enhancing the delegation, the people, or the country. And, quite a
large proportion (34.5%) in this column goes to third parties such as
the Games, the continent, the world and so on.
Overall, the cross—tabulations between the level of the factors
of face and the face situations presented display a strong sense of
collectivity in the case of sentences enhancing China. This feature,
however, does not appear in the other themes, cross-tabulations
between the factors and attributes of face with themes have also been
calculated and they are of tangential value to the present study (see
Appendix E).«•tm
5.6. Evidence For Face work Dona By The Press
5.6.1. Face-Enlanci nq S it rati ons
A number of face strategies is evident in the sample. In face-
enhancing situations to China or her people, the strategy is usually
elaborations of the performance of the athletes, or highlighting the
successful performance of them. For the latter, the most obvious is
the use of front page.
5.6.1.1. Themes In Front Page ...Articles- ArJjom-Eiihaaciiig
In section 5.4., it has been found that themes that are enhancing
to China are found to be in larger proportions t-han the other three,
but the proportions of face—enhancing Cnina sentences to those
threatening her are similar to those concerning other countries in the
four Games (see Table 9). In the tabulation of front page articles,
the picture is quite different (Table 13). The proportion of face-
enhancing sentences to China is much larger, and the ratio of
enhancing versus threatening sentences is different between those
concerning China and those concerning other countries. The ratio in
the former shows a much more enhancing picture.
TABLE 13. Cross-Tabulations Of Event By Theme In Front Page Articles
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Legend: cf. Tables 9 10.
In the first column showing the enhancing China sentences, the
total is 444, which is 77.8% of ail the value sentences in front page
articles. When we compare this with Table 9, the figure is 2143, and
only 56.7% of the total. A difference of more than 20% between these
two means that the front page articles are significantly more
enhancing than the rest. The figure for threatening China sentences
is found to be of a much diminished size, only 8.9% compared to 15.5%
tor the general average.
A cross comparison could be made when we check with the figures
foi. sentences concerning other countries, that is columns three and
four in lable 13 and Table 9. In Table 13, the front page articles
contain 56 sentences enhancing the face of other countries, a
percentage of 9.8% of the total. The figure for threatening other
countries is 20 and 3,-5%, Thus the latter is about- one-third of the
former. In Table 9, overall, the articles contain 842 sentences
enhancing to other countries against 212 threatening sentences. The
ratio is approximately four to one, a more enhancing picture than that
in Table.18. Thus, it could be firmly stated that the front page
articles are more enhancing than the rest. This could be viewed as an
editorial treatment and a face strategy of enhancing the face of China
and her athletes.
5.6.1.2. other Enhancing Strategies For China
It has been mentioned in section 5.4 and reiterated In the
section above that face-enhancing situations (sentences) are much
larger in proportions than face-threatening situations for both China
and others. In a second reading of the articles contained in the
sample, the ways, how these situations are accounted for are observed
and marked. Although face—enhancing situations for China are in a
substantial proportion, the strategies used are just a handful in
number.
First, the strategy of enhancing could be either in editorial or
semantic forms. One of the editorial face-enhancing strategy is
putting favourable contents on front pages and this has been shown in
the above section. Another editorial treatment of favourable contents
could be seen in the design of medal standing tables. At times when
China took a good shot in the medal standing, the table of medal
winning countries would usually be in larger size, better locations
such as the middle columns, more attractive designs such as bold
characters. Examples could be found in the final medal standing table
in the Asian Games '86 printed on page two of the October 6th issue
and also the one in Universiade }35 printed on page three of the
September 3rd issue.
In the former, a separate table of golds enlarged in size with
bold number characters was set in the centre of the page against a
smaller one with full medal standings set on the far left. In the
latter, the design of medal table was found to be much different from
the ones that appeared previously in the same event. It clearly
showed the third place position of china in the medal standing against
another one on the August 30th issue in which the rank, China being in
5th place, had been omitted.
Other forms of enhancement are mainly of semantic nature.26
26 All cases which have been mentioned as semantic treatment of
face—enhancing or face—threatening situations are brier and
generalized summaries of the contents in the sample. For more
details, please refer to the value-laden quotes listed in Appendix F.
very popular enhancement used is endorsement by a third party or even
a rival after Chinese athletes or teams won a medal. This third party
could be a renowned coach, reports by international agencies, overseas
newspapers, who and which praised the Chinese athletes or delegation.
A very common form of enhancement is highlighting the strength of a
rival, thus elevatinq the success of Chinc-se athletes in the win.
Another similar form of enhancement is to emphasize the margin of
difference by which Chinese athletes or teams defeated their rivals.
And in the case of diving, the press highlighted the difference by
saying that Chinese divers could achieve a sweep of medals if not for
the limited entry for a partici[Dating country (July 16th, 1987),
The Chinese press also used a play of figures to boost the face-
enhancing situations. When the wins in the day were small in number,
they would state the accumulated total golds won in the Camas instead.
In an event where repeated losses had been the case for a few days,
the press would turn to report the accumulated total golds won in that
event, for example, shooting on the September 29th issue, 1986.
Empty descriptions of successes could also be found heightening
the face-enhancing situations. A Chinses athlete was described as
having defeated all other participants, a Chinese team as the only
team winning all matches ... are obvious examples, sometimes,
any Chinese or anything Chinese received favourable reactions from
others. Chinese reporters were said as given special favourable
treatment by the organizers, officials etc., and even treated as the
objects of reports among overseas reporters. At the extreme, even a
Chinese cigarette could create miracle. An official revealed the name
of the torch lighter upon the presentation of a Chinese cigarette.
Others' reactions were often in favourable form. Crowd applause,
overseas Chinese support, feasts given, and so on were commonplace.
Moral behaviour of Chinese delegation were stressed time and again,
and often used as a counter-balancing force when defeats had been
reported.
5.6.1.3. Entitling Victories To Chinese
Entitling the success to Chinese, people and country, forms
another main branch of strategy in face-enhancing situations for
China. The raising of the Chinese national flag and playing of her
anthem were often included in gold winning events and sometimes in the
headlines. More so, an editorial with headline reading I'd like to
hear the anthem appeared on the front page of the August 8th issue in
1984.
On the other hand, the successful events and athletes were often
linked with leaders of the contingent and also of the country. Zhao
Ziyanq, Hu Yaobang were mentioned as having watched the winning
events. Whenever a group of victorious athletes came bacK, they were
often welcomed by leaders of the Party. ihe government leaders were
also depicted as responsible for the victories. It had been the
wishes of the leaders to see the women volleyball team winning the
Olympic qold medal, it had been the guide of the leaders, the people's
hope, the country's honour, the honour of being a Chinese that the
women volleyball team won the most prized reward in sports. These
victories were presents for the country and the people because gaining
first- places was always the errand of the athletes for the country,
All these appear more often than the depiction of good tactics and
good coaching. This was not even included in the men's win in
volleyball. Rather, it was attributed to the support by the entire
Chinese volleyball institution.
The status of the country, the four modernizations, the goodwill
of the party, the kindness of the people had also been driving forces
for the sportsmen. It was reported that because of the strength of
country, sports could be so strong (August 14th, 1984). The
performance of athletes had also been attributed to the status of
China, a big and respectable country (August 1st, 1984). In addition,
the strength of the country stimulated athletes to work hard (headline
on page three, August 6th, 1984). All these had induced pride among
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5.6.1.4. Basking In Reflected G1 ory_
Basking in reflected qlory is also evident in the press reports.
In 1985 and 1986, the organization of the two events was favourably
elaborated and concluded with a note of Chinese participation in the
Games. In 1986, Chinese participation was put in a context of
overwhelming success: more countries got gold medals, more records
were broken. Asian sports standard vas reported as rising with
Chinese athletes having their hands in it. Elsewhere, others'
reactions, say, crowd applause that was supposed to be ceremonial (to
athletes marching out in opening ceremony) or to both playing teams or
all winning athletes vas highlighted as reactions to Chinese athletes
or teams. In the soccer tounament (1986), it vas said that if China
could enter the last eight, competition would be more fierce. Other
vivid BIRG could be found in descriptions such as a Japanese swimmer
won because he was aware of Chinese success in previous events;
Canada's women basketball team which played well against Brazil, had
visited China before the tournament (August 8th, 1984); scoring rate
of football tournament vas higher than that in World Cup having
previously mentioned that a Chinese scorer was in the top scoring list
(September 30th, 1986).
While praising the victorious Chinese athletes, the press did not
forget to modulate their tone a bit. Sometimes, in a report which
depicted the gold-winning Chinese team, her rival having equal
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strength was emphasized (July 12tn, ? iiiaucyua,
need to learn from rivals were also drawbacks mentioned in reporting
victorious events.
5.6.2. Face-Threatening Situations For China
5.6.2.1. Me ta-Accounts
All the face-saving strategies mentioned in Chapter Four could be
found in the sample. The most popular ones are rneta accounts and
silenceneqligence. And in the former, deferral is one frequent way
of reporting Chinese failures or defeats. It could he either put at
the end of a report (September 29th, 1986; August 29th 1985), or put
off to some later days. Reinstatement of intentions was also used
time and again. When Chinese athletes or teams could not win the gold
medals, the press would state that silver or bronze medals were good
enough for the present (women handball, August 11th, 1984; men's high
jump, August 13th, 1984; athletic silver medallists, July 16th, 1987;
4th place in medal standing, July 19th, 1987). Even there were no
medals to twinkle with, the press would cite breaking national records
as positive elements in the performance of Chinese representatives or
even concluded that victory and failure were not to be so much
concerned with (loss in women's divinq, September 2nd, 1985).
Sometimes, the losses or defeats were not directly mentioned.
Instead, passwords were expressed in the form of interviews with
coaches of other teams (women basketball, August 7th, 1984), questions
asked to readers and other authorities of how to improve the situation
(table-tennis, September 26th, 1986). Only pity, and not lashes was
passed to the Chinese high-jumper, Zhu Jianhua when he lost in the
Olympics '84 and Universiade '87. Also, he was compared to another
former world record holder, Paklin who came ninth, a worse rank than
Zhu, to alleviate the negative elements of Zhu's loss.
5.6.2.2. Silence Negligence
While the Chinese press reported some of the upsets, losses and
defeats, very often these drawbacks could not be seen, or could hardly
be witnessed in the papers. They could be dumped into the bottom
corner of a page (China being 15th in medal table, August 27th, 1985;
women volleyball loss, August 29th, 1985; only one gold won in a day,
September 29th, 1986) by editorial treatment or diminished in terms of
semantic treatment. When the press gave details of winners from other
countries, it might not supply with information on Chinese losers (Ong
Kanqqian in decathlon, August 12th, 1984; two losers in heptathlon,
August 6th, 1984; swimmers' losses in previous days, July 13th, 1987;
men's basketball, August 31st, 1985; shooting, September 24th, 1986).
Even when the losses were reported, they were in negligible amounts of
words (men's tennis, October 2nd, 1986; August 27th, 1985; Zheng
Yang failures in women's high jump, August 12th, 1984).
Sometimes, the reports on upsets were of equal length with those
about successes, but they were omitted in the headlines (soccer,
October 2nd, 1986; waterpolo, September 3rd, 1985). The context of
some victorious events were not given so that even a win in a 9-12
place match could be glorified (men's volleyball, September 3rd,
1985). Details to Chinese athletes or teams championing in events
vere given, but only brief notes were passed to Chinese losers, not to
say explanations of these losses (swimming gymnastics, August 2ch,
1985; fencing, August 28th, 1985; women's volleyball, August 5th,
1984).
5 4 6 2 3 Excus g
Another class ot strategies seen to have been used in the sample
is excuse. Jet lag (July 4th 29th, 1984); crowd noise (July 31st,
1984; September 23rd, 1986); mood, injury, tiredness, inexperience of
athletes (August 5th,11th, 1984; July 17th, 1987; September 29th,
1.98b; August 27th, 1985) etc were among the types of excuses often
used. Poor adjudication was directly pointed out once in gymnastics
(August 14th, 1984) and the fault of one player affecting the morale
of the entire football team was mentioned in another (September 3rd,
1985). Sometimes, the equipment was blamed, such as an archer not
having adaoted to a new bow (August 13th, 1984).
5»6,2t4, Disclaimer
Another similar category of strategies is disclaimer, i.e.
prospective excuses. Similar types of excuses could be found, for
instance, tiredness of gymnasts (September 18th, 1986); inexperience
of athletes (August 20th, 1985); new gymnasts (August 21st, 1985) etc,
The strength of rivals (September 20th, 1986; July 15th, 1987) and
weakness of Chinese representatives (September 19th, 1986) were also
cited. A more popular form of disclaimer was the blame on the draw in
events, such as the order of competition in gymnastics (July 23ra,
1984), the order of play in women's fencing (July 8th, 1987).
Softeninq of the tone for gold-winning targets vas evident amidst the
rise of Koreans in the medal standing (October 1st 4th, 1986).
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56.2.5. Blame
The context of any information is vital when a reader interprets
an article. The Chinese press also spent some efforts in creating
favourable contexts for unfavourable contents. The men's gymnastics
team total score, second place in team competition was put against a
very good background of six perfect scores (July 31st, 1984). Women
fencers' loss was to be read in the light of China's share in the
total fencing medals, equal to that of Korea (October 2nd, 1986).
Previous successes or records were cited to buffer losses in the Games
(women disucs, July 15th, 1987 soccer, July 20th, 1987). Sometimes,
the press would play over the figures, for example, in the loss to the
USA in women's volleyball tournament, the report stated that in terms
of total marks gained in the match, the Chinese team should win the
match (August 5th, 1984) in the final medal standing, China was
placed 4th, but the People's Daily mentioned the total golds gained to
counter this relatively unfavourable position.
5.6,2,6. Justification
A more forceful class of strategy, Justification, could also be
witnessed in the sample. The reasons were more or less the same as
mentioned in the foregone paragraphs concerning other strategies, but
only the tone and/ or the voice were different. Strength of rivals
(July 31st, 1984) new and young players (August 13th, 1984 July
19th, 1987) and so on were handy examples. More often, these would be
added with the hard work of Chinese athletes, their improvement from
their previous standards to make these reasons forceful (diving,
Auqust 10th, 1984; women gymnastics, July 12th, 1987; men's
basketball, JUly 17th, 1987). A play of figures could be seen in 1984
when the rank of the Chinese delegation, being 4th, was justified by
the her size, being 8th.
5.J«2,7_t_
Moreover, there were times when the press admitted the failures
of Chinese athletes. Very often, they were factual accounts of the
losses and defeats and only terse explanations were given (women's
diving, August 8th, 1984; men's high jump, August 13th, 1984; women's
fencing, July 9th, 1987; men's gymnastics, August 26th, 1985).
Lengthy discussions of losses were rare but not totally absent (table-
tennis upset, September 25th 26th, 1986). Losses that were
attributed to misguidance by coaches were also of a rare species, and
it was only once in the overall commentary on the 1985 Universiade
(September 6th).
More often, the reasons for the losses were the faults of the
players, their disobedience to coahes' advice (July 16th, 1987).
Usually, only poor performance was admitted. An exceptional case was
that women fencers demonstrated poor onuuct towards judges1
decisions. But this case was only contained in one single sentence
and contradicted with previous reports which stressed the
appropriate behaviour exhibited by fencers towards questionable
calls from judges (July 15th, 1987).
fLJLJLft., Reactance.
Direct scolding of rivals could also be found. In a report on
the shooting venue, almost one-third of the article was about the
crowd noise (September 26th, 1986). In athletics, the Japanese were
said to have set a trap to the Chinese runner in 10,000m event
(September 30th, 1986) and another Japanese athlete was said to have
exceeded her usual standard in her win (October 2nd, 1986), thereby
casting doubts upon the fairness of Japanese victories. In the 1986
badminton competition, the linesmen and the service judge were named
as secret weapons of the Korean team (September 30th, 1986)
defeating Chinese players.
5.6.3. Face-Enhancing Situations For Others
5.6.3.1. Evasion
When the situation proved to be face-enhancing to athletes or
people other than those of China, different strategies were seen to
portray them. The more frequently used ones are evasion and negative
portrayal. The former employed a more passive way while the latter
was in a much more active mode.
In some types of sports, there could be draws. In these events,
there were cases in which Chinese athletes drew with their rivals.
However, while the Chinese press seldom missed out the victorious
Chinese, the co-victors were often neglected. Illustrations of this
type of strategy couio be found in the case of gymnastics.
In 1984, Ma Yanhong of China came first in women's uneven bars,
tying with American Julianne McNamara. But the press did not even
mention that this was a tie, not to say the co-victor's name in a
lengthy feature on Ma's success (August 7th). In 1986, a Korean
gymnast also tied for gold medal with his Chinese counterpart. Again,
the latter was elaborately praised at the expense of the former
(September 25th). A similar case could be found in a soccer match
report. China drew with India. The two goals scored by the Chinese
side were described with meticulous details but the two goals by the
Indian side were jusr passed by in a line or two (September 23rd,
1986)
Many a time, the victors of foreign nationalities were simply
missed out in reports of specific events depicted in details. The
focus of these articles was on Chinese performance and losses, but
surprisingly, no information was given on who von the events (July
13th, 1987; September 24th, 1986; August 30th, 1385). Sometimes, even
when the foreign vicrors were given lengthy sketches, their win over
Chinese athletes was not mentioned (men's nigh jump, August 13th,
1984). Even though their wins were described, they were brief and
without much identification of their respective countries.
5.6.3.2. Flattery
In the contrary, there were times when the press praised the
successful foreiqn athletes or teams, thouqh in a very small scale
when compared to those on Chinese. For instance, Paklin's world
record performance in hiqh jump was said to exhibit The Russian
strength in the event (September 5th, 1985); Korean victories in
individual events of the badminton tournament were said to demonstrate
the Korean rise in badminton standard (October 4th, 1986).
But more often, flattery was directed to individuals rather than
other countries. A three-gold winning Japanese swimmer was sketched
as a hardworking sportsman but unlike sketches on Chinese athletes,
this article did not make any attribution of success to the Japanese
swimming federation or the country (September 25th, 1986). Two
Russian and one Romanian women gymnasts vere reported to be the idols
of many local Japanese fans, but their nationalities could hardly be
noticeable in the article (September 5th, 1985).
5.6. 3CL N ega tive_P or tra ya 1
When situations were found to be face-enhancing to others,
negative portrayals were more prevalent than other p Ob itve portrayals.
Among these could be the help of a third party element which made
athletes or teams of other countries successful (draw of order, July
Uth, 1987; August 29th, 1985; injury of opponent, October 5th, 1986).
Besides, these victories would be far from beautiful ones like
Korolev's set of floor exercise was devoid of any new moves (July
11th, 1987). ihe introduction of a third party disproval was also
evident in downplaying these foreign victories. The Korean success in
badminton found little coverage in the Korean papers, the People's
Daily said. The article suggested that the press might be too ashamed
to report it due to the conspiracy of the linesmen and the service
judges which promoted the Korean upset against Chinese.
Moral behaviour of these foreign winners was often of a negative
mode. The Korean archer was arrogant (.September 20th, 1986); the
Korean soccer team blamed the weather for poor performance
(September 24th, 1986); Russian coach tried to conceal their strength
in women basketball (July 17th, 1987); and the Korean reporters were
too confident that their country could come first in the final overall
standing in the Asian Games.
While crowd applause to Chinese, overseas Chinese cheers for
Chinese were all positively reported, fans of other countries did not
receive the same treatment in the Chinese press. Elsewhere, the
American fans produced nothing but noise, affected the performance of
athletes, especially Chinese athletes, the Korean table-tennis
spectators were so noisy that the stadium was shaken to the ground
(September 26th, 1986). Although the American and Korean crowds
showed their support their compatriots a no boosted the performance
of them, they were viewed as deteriorating the competition environment
for fair play. This was in direct contrast to the press's reactions
to Chinese fans.
5,6,4,
-EagrTbxgajLen 1 ng situations For Others
5.6.4.1. Mum
There were three obvious cases in which the press kept a low key
position towards unfavourable conditions presented to athletes of
other countries. In the women's basketball tournament in 1985, China
played N. Korea in one of the matches. Chinese players were
continuously fouled by their opponents, but this was only mentioned
indirectly in a few words (August 27th, 1985). East Germany lost in a
women's volleyball match to China. The press did not say that the
team lost because of poor performance or anything but just excused her
for not being the first team and suggested that she might reserve
strength for the final (July 17th, 1987), In another article in 1987,
it was reported that the PRC's women volleyball team defeated Taipei,
The focus of the article, however, was not on the loss of Taipei nor
the victory of the Communist side, but rather, on the friendship and
skills exchanged between the two teams.
5.6.4,2, Reprehension .JBlas£lng
More often, face-threatening situations to others would be
accelerated by emphasizing the negative elements and the
responsibility of those involved. Despite hard work, conspiracy,
crowd support, athletes from countries other than China lost (August
7th, 1984; October 1st 4th, 1986). Many of the losses were
attributed to poor tactics, poor leadership (August 2nd, 1984;
September 17th, 1986).
On the other hand, the losses were further negatively described
such as highlighting the difference between expectations and results.
For example, Korean sweep in Taekwondo was broken and the press almost
laughed at the Korean ambitious prediction (October 2nd, 1986). The
Japanese, regarded as a strong nation by herself and the press, gained
no gold medals in three consecutive days. This was reiterated in two
articles (October 4th, 1986). Pakistan's defeat by Korea was named as
the signal of the decline of the hockey empire (September 30th, 1986),
thereby making the defeat look more drastic.
In short, in face-threatening situations to other countries, more
negative portrayals were found. Meta-accounts, justifications,
excuses etc. that were in sight in the case of face-threatening
situations to China could not be seen here.
CHMTEH_SIX
DISCUS SI ON _QQNOL.US ION
-SiL Thg_Jncept_Qf__Face__Indxvidua 1 Collective
In the past, studies on the concept of face mainly focus on the
individual level. Little evidence for collective face could be
gathered. But now through the findings in Chapter 5, it could be
firmly said that collective face exists, or at least, exists in the
press. The three basic factors of face, others' reactions and face
attributes ail demonstrate some degree of collectivity.
If we count from the level of people up to the level of
government as collective levels, then the concept of face as appeared
in its factors and attributes has a significant portion of
collectivity. The aggregate percentages are 3.1% (basic factors),
3.17% (other's reactions) and 39.74% (attributes) at these levels
together (Table 6). If we take the level of the delegation also as a
collective level, then the aggregate percentages would be 14.78%,
46.28% and 54.27% respectively. Thus, the significance of the
collective level of face is indisputable.
More so, the relation between factors of face that belong t
ivyic3nai 1 ss or teams with attributes of face that belong uo people,
nation or government is affirmed in the study. In the crcso
tabulations of levels between the basic factors of face, other's
reactions and face attributes, (Tables C.l, C. C.~ of Appendix C),
a lot of evidence could be found. The most obvious are Tables C.2
C.3 of Appendix C.
in these two tables, it could be clearly seen that four factors
of face at individual level miqht link with face attributes of the
people or the whole country. This seems to agree with the proposition
posed by King Myers (1977). These two authors argued that due to
the breakdown of the traditional social networks, such as the village,
the family and so on, individuals would seek to identify more with the
nation, the government or other Chinese as a whole. This
identification serves to convene them with a source of face too. That
is to say, when an individual gains face, he may extend it to the
nation, and in turn, he could also share the face of the nations, her
status, honour and so on.
Such an interflow seems to have roots in the traditional Chinese
character of mutual dependence (Hsu, 1981: 114). In the past, this
spirit of mutual dependence was found within the family system. The
social tie of parents and sons allow the interchange of status and
authority between them. In the light of piety prevalent under
Confuscian teachings in traditional China, the father is the one to
have upper hand in case the two come into conflict. More so, the
father can enjoy the author-ty derived from the son even after
retirement. Likewise, he could enjoy the influence, the honour, u.he
status, the economic resources, ... etc. the son obtained through the
letter's own efforts. This was what happened to the concepc of fc.ee
in the past as has been pointed out in previous studies reviewed in
the foregone chapters.
But the communists advocated the party as the vanguard, preached
a revolution of the feudal system, the family, and the old social
networks etc. After the breakdown of the family and this strong
social bond, the father-son relationship needed to be replaced, the
family system reauired a substitute. The era then saw the creation of
self-reliant rather than mutually dependent individuals, isolated,
insecure, purposeless, and therefore perpetually in search of
something to which he can belong and for which he can fight (Hsu,
1981: 471). In short, the individual under the Communist rule need to
position himself in a new setting.
The answer to this would be the introduction of another
collectivity in which an individual could feel at home with. In the
findings of the present study, the fact that face exhibits some
collective character seems to signify the existence of such a new
collective environment, a new set of relationships in which it works.
The interflow of status, honour, influence, power etc is now being
placed in a new social network. Exchange between fathers and sons may
still be present, it is hard to prove not, but what is more prominent
in the press is an exchange in a new framework.
It is between an individual Chinese with other Chinese people,
with other Chinese collectivities beside people under the same roof or
within the vicinity. The identification with the face of the nation,
the honour of the government, the influence of the party, the sense of
achievement for this new master, new source of belongingness, is now
seen to substitute the old social tie and provide an answer to the
search for a position in the surrounding world. This position is
chaptered by the Chinese nation, and given evidence in the findings.
The Concern Of AJSatlonlsJEaca- Is Present In The Press
In Chapter 5, it has been pointed out that among the collective
levels, people, nation country, and party government, the
category of nationcountry stands out as the strongest one. Except
in Table 8 where other's reactions at collective level are found to be
more directed to people, the rest of the cross-tabulations show that
when the collective level of face was concerned, whether it be the
basic factor or an attribute of face, the prominent unit was the
nation or the country. As it has been discussed that nation, country,
party, and government got all mixed up under the Communist regime, the
figures for the party government level could also be considered
together with nation country, hence further strengthening this level.
The concern of the nation's face in the press could thus be said as
significant, taking up some 25% of the total sentences that report on
face attributes (Table 6).
The concern of the nation's face is particularly outstanding when
the theme of the face situations is considered. Ic is round thau when
the situation is face-enhancing to China, the factors and attributes
of face are of a national flavour, i.e. more sentences proportionately
speakinq, were on the nation country and party government level. In
contrast, if the situation is found to be face-threateninq to China,
the factors and attributes of face are scarcely at the collective
levels, not to say of a national flavour (Table 10), but at the
individual or group level.
Another reason for the category of nation being the strongest
among the collective levels is that the nature of the Chinese press
and particularly the People's Daily. It is a central party paper.
Employees there are mostly party cadres. They are bound to be
mouthpieces of the party, servants of the country, of the Chinese
nation as they are ideologically instructed to be so. Therefore, the
subjective pronoun naturally falls in with nation country or at
least party government.
6.3. Facework Done By The Press
The concern of a nation's face Is vivid. But why did the factors
and attributes of a nation's face appear more often in face-enhancing
situations than in face-threatening situations for China? Why is this
ratio significantly larger than that in the case of sentences on other
rpg couia imply that the concern of the press was the•_ c s J—. Ww w u. U- £ -A- »— •_ J.
Chinese nation's face, the well-being of it, so it strived to make the
best possible portrayal of the nation as a whole (though some poor
performances could hardly escape the attention of a more open
society). The most obvious enhancing strategy is the high degree of
favourableness in the contents of front page articles which were
exceptionally enhancing to the face of China and Chinese.
Aside from front page articles, in the search for other face
strategies used by the press, the results are within expectations. In
face-enhancinq situations, enchancing Chinese success, and entitling
the victories to China are pervasive throughout the sample. Very
little evidence for self-depreciation could be gathered. EVen there
was self-depreciation, it could be regarded as modulation of the tone
of self-boasting.
On the other hand, in face-threatening situations to China,
various types of strategies were used to save the face of Chinese
athletes and to avoid the contamination of face spilled over to the
country as a whole. Attribution to the defeats usually was designated
to the individuals themselves (mood, morale, not following advice from
coaches etc) or to some third party objects such as the weather, the
order of competition. Rarely were the defeats of Chinese athletes due
to the responsibiity or poor coaching, inadequate organization of the
sports federations concerned and so on.
In contrast to the attribution custom in the face-enhancing
situations is such that the couriLry provided the backbone, the leadex..-.
provided the support to the athletes and were thereby responsible for
their success. This difference in the depictions of accountability
again highlights the genuine concern of the Chinese press is the face
of the nation instead of the individual athletes.
As controls, the face situations that were on foreign athletes
and countries reflected a different picture. In face-enhancing
situations, the victories of these athletes or countries were either
basked in as glories for Asia, the world in which China had her part,
or detached from the owners of success, or even devalued. Many
victories of foreign athletes were not given due space and coverage.
Even when they tied with Chinese athletes, they were concealed from
the readers by hooks and by crooks: smaller characters, indirect
mentioning, or even total disappearance.
It may be argued that because they did not concern Chinese
readers that they we re swallowed up by the press. But why were there
so many negative portrayals of foreign victors, why were there so much
coverage on the foreign losers, so much space on foreign athletes
succumbing under Chinese sportsmen? Why could foreign victors not be
lauded for their efforts, for their good national sports
infrastructure? Why could foreign losers not be excused for injury,
for weather, for crowd noise; justified for hard work, for good
morale; accounted in favourable contexts of past victories, good
records and so on?
The reason for all these partial presentations is that the
Chinese press had to downplay the favourable images and to blast, the
unfavourable ones of foreigners so as to boost those of the Chinese.
And in doing so, the press could present a picture of China's
benevolent national face, with the Chinese victories enhanced and
entitled to the delegation, the sports bureau, the people and the
country as a whole. And the fundamental motive for such favourable
presentations may be originated from political considerations.
6.4. Face Politics
Some scholars have already discussed the relationship between
face and politics. Among them, two studies are of relevance for
discussion here. First, Lucian Pye's study of political factions in
China has been quoted in the foregone chapters. He came to the
conclusion that loss of face would mean total disfunctioning for a
person, so a politician or a political faction would never be entirely
defeated (Pye, 1980: 188-189). This is to reserve some room for the
defeated individuals to live on. Likewise, the defeated athletes were
never heavily scolded. In fact, they were often excused, justified
and saved from the loss of face. This is perhaps because of the same
reason.
Chinese athletes work for the country. They live under th
guidance of coaches, the sports hierarchy which in turn are fed by th
government and are supervised by the government. Coaches ar
government employees, and so are the athletes. It these athletes an
coaches were found to rare poorly, the government might b
unfavourably associated. But if these poor performances were excused
the losses were presented in diminished forms, then not only th«
athletes, but also the coaches, government officials, or even the
whole bureaucracy could be saved from severe criticisms or challenges
from other forces in the country. Not being totally defeated socially
albeit the physical defeat would mean the possibility of a revival of
status and the possibility of a comeback, both in the sports arena,
and in the socio-political arena for the government employees.
As such, when Chinese athletes or teams encountered face-
threatening situations, the unfavourableness would be alleviated or
even overturned by a matter of presentation skills. Whether these
skills could produce the desired results is beyond the scope of the
present analysis. But for sure, if these strategies to forestall the
face-threatening situations are clearly evident, then it could be said
that the press did some facework for the athletes and the country or
the government. And there were reasons to believe that it did
facework for the sake of politics since whom it protected from the
loss of face or the threats to face were government employees or those
who were closely identified with the country.
Another relationship between the concept of face with politics
can be viewed from a more macroscopic and positive perspective:
nation-building. Alan Liu, in his Communication and National
Integration in Communist China, quoceo Inkeles inxciacion oi Lne
study of mass media and social systems in the process of nation-
building. The roles of mass media in the context of nation-building
is to serve as a tool of identification with the country under a
specific leadership; and to help to convey a new set of norms, values
and symbols across the country so as to achieve national integration.
Both added together reflected polity and society (Liu, 1975: 2-3).
This seems especially important in a new nation like the Peoples'
Republic of China. It was promulgated in .1949. It advocated an
ideology which sounded exotic to the general masses. A convenient
means would be to use familiar terms with new relationships to
construct a new society. Face offers an age-old concept to manipulate
with. The new relationships are up to the party leaders' wishes.
The old and familiar terms that face provides here are high
statust good performance, upright morel beheviour, bigger honour,
influence, and deference of Chinese athletes and other Chinese. In
the face-enhancing situations presented by the press in the sample,
the successful athletes were praised elaborately; their errands as
winning medals for the country and for the people were reiterated time
and again. A new set of relationships was being set up: between the
individuals and the party government, the people and the country. In
addition, the athletes' medal winning activities were taken as the
success of the country, the honour of the nation and the influence of
the government. Such and such not only presented a favouraole image
of the athletes, but also the country, the government. ihe motive
behind presenting these relationships and images could not be easily
detached from politics.
Furthermore, the country's or the government's entitlement to the
victories tighten the relationship between the athletes and the
bureaucracy and to the favour of the latter. Whether this might
really accelerate the masses' sense of identification with the
government is without the capacity of the present paper. But surely,
the efforts paid by the press to enhance the image of the government
and her employees, to entitle herself to successful events rather than
failures could suggest that it attempted to do so. This seems to
coincide with what has been concluded for the functions of media
sports.
6.5. Face Sports
Two of the functions of media sports were related to integration.
First, people need to strengthen their credibility, confidence,
stability and status. Second, people need to strengthen their contact
with family, friends, and the world (Birrell Loy, 1981: 297). in
the former, consider the enhancing strategies employed by the press,
the success of the athletes hired and supported by the government
would bring more credibility to the government, elevate the status of
her. This becomes very important to her because sports is one aspect
which she could demonstrate her strength. It is an aspect basing on
which she could claime a high status in international relations. In
the latter, the entitling strategies used by the press would likely
strengthen the contact of athletes with the general public who had no
kinship ties with the sports delegation. The country, the nation
served as the middleman, the missing link between these two blocks of
Oh i np=;p».
Put it in another way, sports and politics are closely related.
Ihis could be seen in the review in Chapter four where many of the
functions of sports are loaded with political flavour. But these two
spheres of activities stand distant and alien to the masses. The role
of face is to act midway between the masses and these activities.
Through the depiction of the status, performance, moral behaviour and
face attributes of the athletes, the masses could feel with the
athletes because they themselves are familiar with the working of
these factors and attributes of face. Through the reports on the
athletes, the editorial remarks, the semantic allusions to politics or
the political sphere, the masses would be more susceptible to the
political and ideological teachings behind.
Many lucid illustrations could be found in the sample. For
example, Hu Yaobang and Zhao Ziyang were said to have watched the
winning Chinese women volleyball team against the USA. Frequent
implications were made that China was dominant in Asian Games, and her
strength in the Asian sports scene. This could be taken as dominance
and propaganda instilled by the Chinese press. The non-recognition of
the Taiwan government was also indirectly hinted at. The People's
Dai1v praised the participation and spirit of the Chinese Taipei
volleyball team but stressed that players from both Chinese teams
yearned for union. The identity and sei_—image of China were such
that she was a strong, morally upright nation with honour, her
government exercised good leadership and mrluence. ihe government s
current politico-ideological campaign was the four modernizations.
This was reiterated time and again in the sample. The people were
told lo continue their dedication to work for the four modernizations
following the spirit of the women volleyball team and thereby enjoyed
success.26
By conjuring the concept of face or its components, the people
could easily and more readily feel with the athletes. The performance
of athletes are clearly defined: win or lose. The moral behaviour is
up to the depiction of the press: making friends with other countries,
welcomed by the home crowd ... etc. The face attributes are even more
abstract. Newspaper readers had nothing to challenge the association
of an athlete's gold winning efforts with the honour of the country,
both seemed favourable to their identity - a national of the country
and a compatriot of the athlete. In this way, the newspaper contents
had all the favourable resources to induce identification of the
readers with the cast in the stories, either for political or social
purposes. The only question is whether these could really have
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6.6. Face fl NOV5.JlllaorMild
The processes of deciding what's news go on and on as daily
routines in the newsrooms of the People s Daily. It is interesting -o
see how editors and reporters have come up with pictures of the
26 For details concerning the functions of sports, please refer
back to section 4.2.1., page 53-55.
athletes and their country in the concern of face, how collective
face(s) have been sprinkled in news reports or editorials supposed to
cover the four big events. However, whether this has been the result
of conscious or subconscious efforts of the news makers remain unknown
and without the scope of the present study. Nevertheless, this paper
sheds lights upon one aspect of news making: that of stereotyping in
international newrs reporting.
Many studies have previously contrasted stereotypes of different
countries by a single newspaper or generally by the press in a
country. Stagner and Rossbacher's studies are good examples. In the
former, the images of the USA and USSR are compared and the author
found two different sets of images each of special characteristics.
In the latter, Rossbacher examined the style of Soviet papers and
found that it was of an excessive enthusiasm by using solemn words and
hyperboles. But for the enemy, it was of an accusatory-derogatory
flavour, displaying hostility to the West.
in nrpcpnr nanpr, the image of China in the Dress locked
good. It was a country with honour, a government with influence, her
strength was seen in the good performance of her athletes, the
People's Daily said. If it could not be concluded whether these were
stereotypes or not and whether these stereotypes remained to be so in
the press in these countries, it could be safely said that these
stereotypes or images presented by the press were pro state if noc
pQ—government. This seemed to coincide with previous studies.
In a research project quoted by Edelstein, newspapers from East
West Germany were compared. It was found that although the emphasis
in the news in the West sample vas the reverse of that in the East
sample, similar results were found in favourableness toward their own
and unfavourableness about other systems (Edelstein, 1982: 85). In
works concerning the media coverage of sports, the results are also
alike. Only the dominant values emerged in the press (Hargreaves,
1982: Chapter 2) thereby making the press look pro-establishment.
Even the same kind of action could provoke different reactions from
the press because of this pro-establishment stand. Chorbajian,
analysing the press depictions of African boycott to the 1976 Olympics
and the US boycott to the 1980 Olympics, found that the press vas
hostile to the 1976 boycott while sympathetic to the latter one. He
concluded that the press simply agreed with official US government
position (Chorbajian,m 1985: 134) and announced the fall of the myth
of the fourth estate (ibid: 149).
How did the press become so unobjective? How did the press
come up with such favourable images of their own countries and their
respective systems? How did the People's Daily decide co be so
positive towards the athletes' performance, so keen on bringing in the
success of the state as the backbone of she achievements in sports?
In the past, scholars have looked into other values, or a set of
values that appear in the press to probe the newsmaking processes.
Some of these schema appeared to be too broad for small-scale
investigation while some of them might contain too many different
values to reach fruitful conclusions in terms of favourableness toward
the ruling system (e.g. Trujillo . Ekdorn, 1985; Snyder, Eldon £
Spreitzer, 1983; Edwards, 1973). The present study showed that the
concept of face could offer a convenient alternative in the study of
nevs reporting.
Moreover, the values presented in the press seemed to have
changed over the years. Take sports, for instance, has shifted from
an arena of heroes only to one containing both heroes and
villains. One reason suggested was the rise in educational level
among the masses (Garrison, 1985: Chapter 14). This education
background prompted the general readers to look for more information,
more complete instead of one-sided pictures of sports and athletes.
As the present study found that Chinese athletes were mostly heroes,
and even though they did poorly, they were pardoned or justified.
China was still a strong country with a big face after all. Could
this heroes only picture be one prior to that of the villains
also? It is possible to answer this question by studying how the
concept of face is being treated by the news makers. Ir researcn
could be done on how reporters of difzerent countries dizzer in
treating the face of their respeccive countries and cnereby unci a.
making processes, there is optimism that the working of different
types of press systems could oe highlighted.
jLn The Role Of The PTfiSS
Having said that the concept of face stands midway between the
alien spheres of activities (sports and politics) and the masses, the
place of the press is at another level between the two. It is a means
by which the concept of face could be transmitted to the masses. It
is the medium by which the alien spheres of activities are presented
in forms comprehensible and identifiable by the masses. The functions
of the Chinese media have been studied by many scholars before. Those
proposed by Godwin Chu included mobilization, information, power
struggle, and ideological reform (G. Chu, 1579). Others have later
added education, entertainment and so on (Robinson, 1981; Terrell,
1984) .
It may be difficult to position the role of the press in relation
to the concept of face in terms of the above functions listed. But
through the present study and the findings, the press could be seen as
performing at least two of the above functions: information and
mobilization. First, it provided information about the performance of
athletes in the Games, it provided information on the Games in
general, it provided presentations of the face of Chinese, China and
her counterparts in the Games.
Second, it mobilized people to work for the four modernisations
y
by convincing them that they could be ss successful cis the athletes
under the guidance of the communists. The strength of the argument
and the mobilization power lies in the magnitude of face as presented
in the press. Bigger face, better face of course would increase the
convincing power of the press in this respect. And it is very obvious
from the findings that the press has created an enhancing image of the
face of Chinese and the country under the Communist regime, and
thereby the convincing power of the press in other related affairs.
Also against what has been discussed in 6.1. is that there seems
to be a resurgence ...of the importance of particularistic ties,
distinguishing us from them (...a difference between inner and
outer') (Gold, 1985: 664). This runs counter to the preachings of the
party government and to the nationwide reforms in the four
modernizations which emphasize collective efforts for the country.
The Diess in this respect, iii3V neeri to Project 0- big face of the
country in order that this resurgence of attitude unfavourable to the
four modernizations be forestalled.
At another level, the press could be said as performing the
function of integration. By providing information on other Chinese
who represent the country in international events, the press could
serve to create sense of commonality among the people. By mobilizing
people to follow the four modernizations, the press could work to
promote the implementation of government policies, infiltrate the
wishes of the rulers to the masses, thereby holding the country
together. But again, whether the press could produce these effects
are beyond the scope of the present study.
-Limitations Q£ The Present Study
As this thesis tries to observe the concept of face in the press,
it falls short of examining the actual influence of others' reactions
to the size of face. Others' reactions are indirectly seen, and
reactions to the press presentations cannot be studied.
Owing to the scale of the study and the limitations of the
analytical framework, the integrative effects, the relation of face
with politics could not be proved. The present thesis has only
devised a framework in which the concept of face could be observed
from the factors and attributes of it, taking for granted that these
factors and attributes imply the existence of face.
This framework is also one in which the evidence for the
collective level of face, and facework could be gathered, in which the
face strategies of the press could be detected. While it could be
claimed that it demonstrated satisfactory feasibility in observing the
level of face, it is deficient to justify the existence of face
through these factors and attributes. This could provoke challenges
to the unit of analysis: whether it is appropriate to use the parts to
see the whole, to use sentences instead of other units to capture a
complicated concept like face.
First, in the search into face strategies used in the press, the
unit of analysis is unresolved. Many a time, one strategy enhancing
the face of China could, at the same time, be threatening the face of
another. One strategy might be detected in a single sentence while
another might require a whole paragraph or an entire article to do so.
One strategy might be of editorial treatment such as the location of
the article, the design of the characters; but another might be of
semantic nature, such as the heigtening of tone, the use of words ...
etc which require in-depth reading to pick up.
On the other hand, the basic unit of analysis for the factors and
attributes of face is also liable to validity questions. Because the
unit is a complete sentence, it may not be adequate to contain a
complete concept of face within. That is why there are a great number
of sentences which only have values in either the factors of face or
the attributes of it. As such, there may arise a danger of
oversimplifying face into its components without considering it as a
concept with the various components and intra-relatlonships within.
But there seems to be no better way than this. A paragraph may
contain too many face elements and levels at which the concept may
appear. This could contaminate the authenticity of the unit of
analysis. Furthermore, this inadequacy was complemented by the
separate study of those sentences which contain all the factors and
attributes of face. Their intra-relationships were observed and the
concept of face so put up in the exercise matched with what had been
proposed by previous studies as revieved in Chapters 2 3.
To sum up what has been presented, the targets set out in Chapter
1 have been accomplished. First, the existence of a nation's face has
been statistically confirmed. The depiction of hooligan behaviour
after the defeat of Chinese soccer team in 1985 is not just illusory.
There are collective factors of face and collective attributes of face
that pave the way for collective face. Second, the way how the press
works for the concept of face has been investigated. Third, an
analytical framework for the purpose of studying the concept of face
in the Chinese press has been established and tested.
Besides, the research questions listed in Chapter 4 have also
been answered. Throughout the findings, the existence of collective
face and particularly a nation's face in Chinese press have been given
proof. The treatment of the concept of face in the press has also
been attended to in great details. The flavour of face in the press
is highly favourable. Regarding the great weight of face-enhancing
contents in the press and the various strategies used, it could be
safely concluded that the Chinese press, represented by the People's
Daily has done some facework to the advantage of China and her people
but specially to the nation as a whole. Moreover, the different types
o£ face strategies used in the press have also been reviewed and they
appear to be of a wide-ranging variety.
6.9. Better To Do Comparative Study
This study has only set out to examine the contents in the
Chinese press. However, as in the case or otiier countries, there are
also other types of media in the PRC. It may be worthwhile to study
the contents in these other Chinese media especially television which
has experienced tremendous growth in recent years.
Another drawback in the study is the limitations in the sample.
It just consists of the People's Daily which means that although the
concept of face is evident in it, there is little ground to say that
the Chinese concern of face in the press is relatively great. There
is no overseas papers to compare with. Besides, the evidence for
facework is also tenuous.
Indeed, the contents of the papers could be longitudinally and
cross-sectionally compared to see if face-enhancing and face-
threatening news received different treatment. They could also be
checked with news that concern other countries and athletes, facts
about the results. But, if all these could be compared with contents
of other newspapers published outside China, the evidence could gain
stronger grounds. This was not accomplished in the present paper
because or several reasons.
First, it would be rather difficult to find papers in another
country which had equal stand as the People's Daily in China. Second,
the language difference might prove extremely difficult for a
comparative study of semantic treatment which requires meticulous
efforts in transcribing the concept of face and related concepts; in
establishing a coding system which suits both. Third, as some authors
had pointed out, the practices of face might be different and the
understanding of it might be divergent between China and other
countries. This might create further problems in the unit of analysis
and the categorization scheme. Thus despite the flaws and
inadequacies, the analytical framework devised in the present paper
can be regarded as satisfactory. And given time , sufficient
resources and accumulated knowledge in the study of face, these
difficulties could hopefully be overcome in the future.
In short, the study of sports and the research on media sports
are not. new topics in social sciences.27 Many of them have touched
upon social aspects, social values of sports. But none of them has
yet examined the concept of face in sports and in media sports. Since
the concept of face involves the social functioning of individuals, it
may be useful to continue the search for this concept in sports.
Also, very often, the topic of sports is left out for study
samples because some people think that this Is not a serious sphere of
human activities. The present study proves the contrary. Many
serious remarks loaded with ideological expressions, political
flavour have infiltrated sports news and editorials in the People's
Daily. In short, sports demonstrates to be a very powerful tool for
studying human thoughts and behaviour.
27 In fact, there is a great number of works on sports and media
sports written by social science scholars. To quote a few, they
include Chorbajian (1985), Figler (1981), Hargreaves (1982), Loy,
Kenyon McPherson (1981),Snyder Spreitzer (1983), and Trujillo
Ekdom (1985). Please refer to the Reference section for more details.
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Although this study is a rather small scale study on the concept
of face, it does a pioneer step to confirm the existence of a nation's
face. Given this, the concern of a nation's face may cast some
influence in the behaviour of the government and the leaders. If more
could be found about a nation's face, particularly from a comparative
perspective, it may elucidate many of the political processes and
economic bargaining that are vital to everyday international affairs
and thereby the study of which. Hence, the present project, being the
first of its kind to examine the concept of a nation's face, could
prove to be helpful in the understanding of political processes and
economic bargaining exercised by a nation via the concept of face.
CATEGORIZATION SCHEME
2L Face-Enhancing Situation (A X)
a. Status gets some praiseworthy seat in some sports;
amongst the world class level;
champion in previous events.
b. Performance - does well in a competition;
wins in a match;
gets gold medal, first place, champion title;
displays good and superior level of skills.
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c. Moral Behaviour - observes the discipline, plays fair;
establishes good friendly relations with others;
is polite courteous, not arrogant.
d. Other's Reactions - congratulated by others crowd:
applause from others crowd;
praised by others crowd;
attention or interest shown by others crowd;
given speical treatment by others.
a, Honour - got-5 honour;
being illustrious;
increases prestige;
f. Influence - stimulates others (athletes, people, country);
stimulates them to implement something;
(influence attributed to government if some
administrative policy facilitated);
influences others by making them follow suit, even in
other matter;











a. Status - dethroned from a favourable seat in some sports;
slipped from world class level;
always suffered from defeat in previous competitions.
冷(爲小年作汽、，少
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b. Performance - poor results performance in competition;
defeated in competition;
gets medals other than the gold (except when another
athlete of the same country gets the gold);
gets no medals or no places in a competition;
displays skills or level below expected standards.
53…1 ‘41
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c. Moral Conduct - does not observe discipline, foul play;
being booked by umpire referee;
having poor unfriendly relations with others;




d. Other's Reactions - scolded by others;
boos by the crowd;
being neglected by people;




e. Honour - loses honour prestige;
being notorious;
honour prestige drops.
f. Influence - makes others disappointed;
makes others lose hope in incumbents;
makes others drop related thinking or habits.
4’
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g. Deference - loses deference;
fear from others drops;
no longer invincible.
名丨0V0.1
C. Illustration Of The Coding
a. Example 1
-A: 2 2 2 1 4 (4
face-enhancing








A sentence having a code of A:'22214(4) would mean that this is a
face-enhancing sentence to China. The elements concerned are that the
performance of the Chinese delegation, other's reactions to the
delegation as well as the honour of the country are portrayed as
enhancing to China or Chinese. The number in brackets denotes that
this sentence is from the sample in the 1984 Olympics.
b. Example 2




performance J not available 1985 Universiade
of athletes
This sentence coded as B:21000(5) means that it is picked from
the 1985 University Games. The elements are concerned are threatening
to China's or Chinese's face. Only performance, one of the basic
factors of face appears in the sentence, and it is the only face-
threatening element to China or Chinese in this sentence.
APPENDIX_B
RELIABILITY OF THE CATEGORIZATION SCHEME
To check the reliability of the categorization scheme, a person
(female) with education up to matriculation level was asked to code 12
articles selected from the sample. This subsample is chosen by simple
random sampling (drawing lots). They consisted of front page and
inside page articles, straightforward reports and editorials. The
time zones they fell in varied from before the Games to after the
Games. The results obtained by this second coder and myself on this
subsample were compared by calculating the correlation coefficient
between them and their variances. The details of the results and
calculations are as follows:
TABLE B.l Results Obtained by 2 Coders on the Same Subsample
!Factors i ... of fe'hos I O'R to ... I Attributes I ... of ?hoci
II 2 3 4 5 6 I 1 2345S I 123456 1123456 I 123456
1 —-1 -—I I — I-
h K| 8 36 0 0 4 3 I 30 18 0 3 0 0 I 5 7 0 0 0 0 I 6 3 0 0 0 0 I 2 3 0 1 2 1
71 1 41 0 0 0 1 1 33 9 0 1 0 0 I 2 5 3 0 0 0 I 4 2 0 0 0 0 I 2 0 3 0 0 0
- — I- I— — I I 1
B K| 0 17 0 0 0 0 I 15 2 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0
?i 1 18 0 0 0 0 | 18 1 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0 j 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0
----I — !- 1 --! - I
X K| 3 21 0 0 1 0 | 24 1 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 0 0 0
7| 0 17 0 0 0 0 1 15 20000111000010000001000300
, 1 1 1-
I K| 0 400001 2 2 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0
f| 0 300001 3 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0
Legend: A, B, X Y=Face Situations (see Chapter 4);
Coders: K=myself; T=2r.d coder;
also see Chapter 4 for coding system.
Calculations:
r=0.95 V -36.053 V =34.303
K
As shown from above, the correlation coefficient between the
results obtained by the two different coders is 0.95 which
demonstrates high likeness between them and thereby high internal
reliability of the coding system. Their variances are also close,
with a difference of less than 2. Thus, it can be said that the
categorization scheme is of high internal consistency.
APPENDTX_C
CROSS-TABULATIONS BETWEEN THE LEVELS OF
THE__FACTORS AND ATTRIBUTES OF FACE
- A Supplement To Chapter Five
There are some sentences which embrace a more complete concept of
race, e.g. describing athletes or delegation having good performance
and thereby receiving favourable reactions from others; or just
because of the status of being a Chinese, athletes or people of
Chinese nationality are given good treatment by others. Figures of
the level of basic factors of face (status, performance, moral
behaviour) have been cross-tabulated with the level of the fourth
factor: other's reactions, and the results are shown in Table C.l.
TABLE C.l. Cross-Tabulations of the Levels of Basic Factors of Face £
Other's Reactions
Other's Reactions to...
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Legend: SPM = Status, performance and or moral behaviour;
Athl = athletes; Dele = delegation; Peop = people;
Coun = country; Govt = government; Othr = others.
There are altogether 225 sentences which have covered one or more
of the basic factors of face and the fourth factor: other's reactions.
Among them, one hundred and fourteen touch on individual level at both
ends and eighty-four of them on delegation as a whole at both ends.
Two of them are about the basic factors of face of the people and the
reactions to the athletes, bridging the relationship between the basic
factors of face of a collectivity with the reaction to an individual
(or sports team) of the same nationality. There is also one sentence
which links the basic face of a country with the reactions to her
delegation.
The relation of the basic factors of face with other's reactions
at collective levels is also evident. There are four sentences which
touch on the basic face of a people and the reactions to her, whereas
the figure for a country is two. This seems to point out that a
collectivity could have a face of its own: status, performance, and
or moral behaviour plus other's reactions could be salient to a
collectivity.
Crocs tabulations of the level of basic factors of face with
attributes of face show strong support for the working of a
collectivity's face (Table 0.2). Altogether, there are 151 sentences
which bridge the basic factors of face and the attributes of face.
Sixty of them touch solely upon individual level, and twenty-one of
them upon delegation level. The link between individual's basic
factors of face and a collectivity's attributes of face is pretty
strong here. Five sentences relate basic factors of athletes' face
with attributes of people's face; seventeen sentences with attributes
of a country's face, making a total of twenty-two.
TABLE C.2. Cross-Tabulations of the Levels of Basic Factors of Face
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Legend: cf Table C.l.
On the second line, a delegation's factors of face are linked up
with attributes of people, country and even government (8,12, 8
sentences respectively). Again, the salience of a collectivity's face
is given further evidence: two sentences reported to be linking basic
face of and face attributes of people, while three sentences provide
the link at the level of country. The aggregate of sentences which
touch on collective levels beyond a delegation at least at one end is
fifty—eight, slightly more than one—third or the toual. This
signifies the strength of collective face.
Cross-tabulations of the level of other's reactions and the level
of face attributes show more or less the same pattern (Table C.3).
Out of the fifty-one sentences which depict both other's reactions and
face attributes, thirteen are abut individual athletes or teams at
both ends while nine are about a delegation. Four sentences link up
reactions to athletes with face attributes of the people, and five
with the country. One sentence is about the reactions to a delegation
and the face attributes of the people, whereas nine sentences are
about reactions to a delegation and the face attributes of the
country. The aggregate of sentences which touch upon the collective
levels at least at one end amount to twenty-one out of a total of
fifty-one which means nearly half of them mention the collective
levels. This further give positive evidence for the collective level
of face.
TABLE C.3. Cross-Tabulations of the Levels of Other's Reactions with
Attributes of Face
•: • :r • .1 ••• rir •-i tw::: i . n:
Attributes of ..
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Total 14 9 7 14•ortMf9»r»t
7 51
Legend: cf. Table C.l.
Also, the level of nationcountry is the strongest among the
collective levels if we look at the cross tabulations between the
levels with the factors and attributes of face. In Table C.l, the
ratios of people to country levels are rather close, 7:3 and 6:4
(Basic factors of face and other's reactions). In Table C.2, the
ratios are 3:5 and 16:32 which show a strikingly strong proportion of
face factors and attributes at the level of countrynation. In Table
C.3, the ratios are 1:1 and 7:14, again showing the strength of the
level of country in the latter figure.
CODING OF THE THIRTY-FIVE SENTENCES
WHICH REPORT ON FACTORS ATTRIBUTES OF FACE























































































































































































































































cf. AoDendix A for details of coding
APPENDIX E
OTHER FINDINGS
- A Supplement To Chapter Five
D.l. Other Findings On The Factors Attributes Of Face Against Theme
Since the factors and attributes of face are coded separately, it
is possible to look at which of them is the strongest. Also, they are
tabulated against face situations. As such, the dynamics of these
factors and attributes could also be seen.
D.l.l, Relationship Between Baale Factor Of Far Theme
The strongest basic factor of face is performance in the sample.
It is reported in 2384 sentences out of a total of 3389. The second
strongest factor is status, 674 sentences are on it. The third
largest is the group of sentences which talks about both status and
performance. The fourth largest is the category of moral behaviour.
The fourth factor of face, other's reactions, also forms a substantial
part. Totally, 551 sentences are on this factor. But since other's
reactions and the three basic factors are coded separately, they could
not be compared in terms of ratio to the total. An interesting
feature in Table E.l is the dynamic relationship between these factors
and the themes of the sentences.
Sentences that depict the factor of status account for similar
proportions whether in the column of enhancing China or threatening
China (18.2% against 18.8%). But for those on performance, a clear
difference in proportions could be found between the first and second
columns (6b.9% versus 79.3%) and larger in the latter, i.e. in
sentences threatening China's face. This difference is even more
acute if the factor of moral behaviour is considered (5.3% versus
0.3%, a ratio of 17.7 to 1). In the other two rows which concern
moral behaviour and another factor, no threatening themes could be
found.
TABLE E. 1. Cross-Tabulations Of Factors Of Face By Theme
SCounts
3 Col %;j Enh China
Face Situations (Theme)
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Legend: iterns in this column represents factors of face;
stat=status; perf=performance; morl=moral behaviour;
5 M=status moral behaviour; S P=status performance;
p M=performance moral behaviour; S,P,M=status, performance
6 moral behaviour; O' R=others' reactions; also cf. Tables 9
10.
In columns three and four, performance is still the strongest
factor followed by status. Also, performance accounts for a larger
proportion in column four than in column three. An exactly opposite
picture, however, could be seen vhen we look at the factor of moral
behaviour. In column three, others' moral behaviour is only enhanced
in 1.7% of the total enhancing-others' sentences. But, in column
four, the proportion is larger: 2.5%. That is, in terms of
proportions, moral behaviour is reported more in face-threatenina
sentences that concern athletes, delegations or countries other than
Chi i ns.
As for other's reactions to China, the figures also prove to be
ambivalent. In the case of face-enhancing sentences, 466 are on
other's reactions, slightly larger than those on status. But in the
case of face-threatening sentences, only eight are on other's
reactions, much much smaller than the figure for status: 109.
P1112_«_ Honour Is The Strongest Face Attribute
The picture is much more obvious in the cross-tabulations between
face attributes and the themes of the sentences (Table E.2). Honour
is the strongest face attribute alone and even in combinations with
other attributes. The second strongest is influence whereas the least
strong is deference. Proportions among the three attributes differ
slightly between columns one and three. The strength of honour as a
face attribute in sentences enhancing China is greater than in
sentences enhancing others. This difference is taken up by the other
two attributes: influence and deference.
Overall, different themes of face situations do have some effect
on the share of the basic factors of face. In face-enhancing
situations for China, the moral element is in significant proportions,
but in face-threatening situations, this element is much diminished.
Whereas, in the case of face attributes, the theme does not seem to
matter on the popularity of any one attribute in the press.
TABLE E.2. Cross-Tabulations Of Face Attributes By Theme
Count
Col %3 Enh China
Face Situations (Theme)
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Legend: items in this column represent attributes of face;
honr=honour; in£l=influence; defr=deference;
H I =honour 6c influence; H D=honour 6c deference;
I D=influence 5 deference; H,I,D=honour, influence
deference; also cf. Tables 9 10.
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